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Non-Essential Services To Be Halted

GovernmentShutdown Begins
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- _ weekend of nearly non-stop
dent Reagan today vetoed an negotiations between House and
emergency spending resolution to Senate conferees that ended Sunrestore funds to federal agencies day night with congressional apand called an emergency Cabinet proval of a compromise spending
meeting to begin the shutdown of bill Reagan had vowed to veto.
With government agencies
non-essential government
of theft— authority to
stripped
services.
It was his first veto in 10 months spend money,deputy White Howie
press secretary Larry Speakes
of office.
Reagan said the bill posed "a said the presidest was set to tell
the Cabinet to order non-essential
difficult choice"for him:
anployees to "come to work,
-busting
"Either to sign a budget
appropriations bill that would cancel meetings,loCk the safe,cut
finance the entire government at out the lights and leave."
The confrontation also forced
levels well above my recommendations, and thus set back our ef- the president to delay his deparforts to halt the excessive govern- ture — scheduled Sunday — for a
ment spending that has fueled in- Thanksgiving holiday at his
California ranch.
flation and high interest rates and
Reagan said Sunday that signdestroyed investments for new.
spening the compromise bill would be
jobs; or to hold the line on
more harmful than vetoing it. He
ding with a veto, but risk interrupt
added, however, that necessary
tion of government activities and
services such as Social Security
services.
benefit payments would continue.
"I have chosen the latter,"
"I think it would have a more
Reagan said.
harmful effect on the country if
The latest Reagan's budget batthe country-got the idea that we're
tles with Congress followed a

going to continue going down the
road of lavish deficit spending."
he said.
"I think the people have made it
very clear that they want control
of the budget, they want as to get
back on the road of fiscal sanity,
and I think that's far more important," Reagan added.
Speakes estimated that 400,000
of the 2.9 million federal
employees could be furloughed
without pay by the end of the
business Tuesday. However, Concealsamid forestall such a sweepmg impact today by drafting a
simple extension of spending
legislation that lapsed at midnight
Friday.
Reagan asked congressional
leaders Sunday for a 15-day extension to minimize disruptions in
government services while Congress and the White House worked
to resolve their disagreements.
But House Democratic leaders
said they might seek an extension
to Feb.24.
Congressional leaders

acknowledged that a veto override
— needing a two-thirds vote is
both houses — was virtually
impossible.
Nonetheless, Congress defied
the veto threat Sunday as the
House voted 205-194 and the
Senate voted 46-39 to send the
disputed 9428 billion measure to
the White House.
Out of all those billions, Reagan
and Congress are haggling over
about$2 billion.
Administration officals said the
congressional measure would
grant only 82 billion out of the $8.5
billion in domestic spending cuts
Reagan asked for in September.
Last week Reagan agreed to accept $4 billion in cuts.
House Democrats said the compromise measure gave Reagan
the additional spending cuts he
was demanding in domestic programs. But the final agreement
distributed the cuts in a different
fashion than the president
requested.

Western-Murray Regents AAeet,Criticize
Budget Recommendations For 1982-84
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. (AP).
— Budget proposals for Kentucky's regional universities by
the state Council on Higher
Education have come under a
double-barreled attack from
regents of Western Kentucky and
Murray State universities.
The regents of the two universities met jointly for the first time
at Western Kentucky Saturday
where they passed resolutions
&Weal of the 1982-84 budget
recommendations by the council
for Kentucky's eight universities.
Under the council's suggested
"Mission Model Plan," the
University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville would
receive most of any increases in
the state's higher education
budget.
The regents of the two westernmost universities also approved
resolutions that called for increased cooperation between Western
Kentucky and Murray State.
"This is an historic Pccasion,"
-said J. David Cole, chairman of
the WKU board. "To my.
knowledge this is the first time the
governing boards of major institutions have met jointly to discuss
ways they can further cooperate
and join together in a common

cause for the betterment of.the
universities and, more important,
the students."
The chairman of the Murray
State board, Ron Christopher,also
expressed optimism concerning
future communications between
the two schools.
"We, too, look forward to the
days in the future when these two
fine institutions can walk hand in
hand in an effort to continue the
fine traditions both institutions
have had."
Western Kentucky regent Joe
Bill Campbell said the council's
budget recommendations are
causing most of the universities to
engage in competition for state
money. He said the action taken
by the council "... has not been
supportive, but rather has been
divisive."
Murray State President Constantine Curets said the schools
farthest from Frankfort have
been neglected. He said those
schools are Western Kentucky and
Murray State.
The resolutions approved at the
joint session proposed:
— An alternative budget formula to establish "a sound and
fair plan" that would take into account the need to provide

"students in all areas of the state
access to academic programs and
quality instruction."
— Budget increases for Murray
State and Western Kentucky by
the state, raising their budgets to
at least the level approved by the
1980 General Assembly. The
schools' budgets have been trimmed three times in the last two
years.

— Exploring ways to "... enchance the educational opportunities for students and
research and development activities for faculty" through
cooperation between the schools
and to look for ways to reduce
spending through joint purchases
and the scheduling of
entertainment and cultural events
on the two campuses.

,

BIG BAND ROOM --, Visitant
_System opat campus toots
lipac49us band room Sunday.

Schaal
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Joe Miller, Murray Electric System, got into the Christmas spirit
this morning by hanging decorations around the courtaquare. The
decorations will soon be lighted marking the beginning of the 1981
Yuletide Season.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon

Plans Underway To Close Some Offices
WASHINGTON (AP) — Left
stripped of their spending authority by President Reagan's veto today, dispensers of food stamps,
regulators of the television industry and and other employees of
the federal government prepared
to close down some of its
operations.
"We are making every effort to
avoid unnecessary dislocations
and personal hardship," Reagan
told reporters after he vetoed the
compromise 'spending resolution
passed after a,weekend of nonstop negotiations in Congress.
He said he can give assurance
"that Social Security and most
other benefit checks will be paid
on schedule; the national security
will be protected; government activities essential to the protection
of life and property, such as the
treatment of patients in veterans'
hospitals, air traffic control and
the functioning of the nation's
banks will also continue." •
The president urged Congress to
act promptly to get an acceptable
bW "in order to prevent unnecessary inconvenience and
hardship as thanksgiving
approaches."

One of the first government offices to put a cutback in effect.
was Reagan's own White House,
which began furlowing employees
without pay. Deputy press
secretary Larry Speakes said that
by day's end 150 of the 351 White
House employees would be off
their jobs.
The cutback involved nine of the
13 employees in Speakes' own
press office. They were told to

stay home today.
President Reagan's running
battle with Congress over federal
spending was close to bringing
about the ultimate government
cutback.
Speakes said that if no acceptable spending measure makes it
to the president's desk by late
Tuesday, 400,000 of the 2.9 million
federal workers could be told to
stay home.

Researchers and students from
colleges and universities
throughout mid-America are expected to study at the Murray
State University Hancock
Biological Station next summer.
Courses tentatively planned at
the facility on Kentucky Lake
range from beekeeping to water
microbiology as a result of a recent joint meeting of educators
from various colleges and universities.
Educators from nine schools
met at the station to discuss
cooperative research op-

portunities that exist in such
facilities as the biological
laboratory and in TVA's Land Between The Lakes, according to Dr.
Don Johnson, biological station
director and professor of biology.
Representatives also formed a
new organization, Environmental
Consortium of Mid-America
(ECOMA), to help in conducting
cooperative research and educational activities.
"When educational research efforts are being restricted by financial considerations, cooperative
actions such as those by ECOMA
may allow progress which could
not be gained through independent
efforts of member schools," said
Johnson.
Representatives will meet again
in late April to finalize details
about cooperative course offerings at the biological station.
Johnson said committees were
named to address such concerns
as housing and class credits.
Johnson said housing for persons attending classes and doing

The opening market dates for
dark air-cured tobacco were
released today by Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association. The market will open in
Mayfield Dec. 10, and in Murray
on Dec. 11.
The support levels range from a
high of $1.57-per pound to a low of
25 cents per pound depending on

the quality of tobacco. Tins
represents about 10.7 cents higher
average than the 1980 support
level.
Production for 1981 is expected
to be about 9 percent more than
last year because of higher yields
and more planted acres.
Sales for dark fired tobacco
have not been set at this time.

Saturday Fire
Damages
County Home

Calloway Speech Team Nets
Fifth Consecutive Win

- A Saturday night fire destroyed
the kitchen and resulted in smoke
damage to the living room of the
Nancy Overby home,' Highway
182,1,five miles from U. S. 641, ac:cording to Calloway County FireRescue Squad reports.
-The fire started in the-kitehen
but cause still is unknown. the
1‘411008,*OA*mit*the house
IMillAillded,the reports add•'d.
Hope Overby Was treated for
inhalation at the. Murraythe
CamtlaAsapdal.
.:
reinsistaid.

On orders of the White House Office of Management and Budget,
however, essential services would
not be disrupted.
Among those required to work
despite the lack of congressional
spending authority would be
members of the military services,
Internal Revenue Service officials, doctors and nurses, prison
guards, Treasury Department of(Continued On Page 2)

Educators Expected To Study Here

Tobacco Market Opens Here Dec. 11

SOME DAY — Andy Rose, son of Calloway County School
superintendent Dr. Jack Rose, pumps a little bit of iron on the high
school's weight machine during Sunday's open boom. Coaching in
the background is older brother,John.

It's NotEven Thanksgiving.

The Calloway County High
School speech team gained its
fifth consecutive win of the 1981-82
season_ with a victory at the 40team Bullitt Central Invitational
Friday and Saturday.
Calloway qualified 23 of 33 varsity members for the final round.
The Laker ,junior varsity team
qualified four rriefribers for the
fufals.
• Calloway Candy letatild.
points to second place Harrison
County's, 333 points. Fairmont
Fast, Kettering. Ohio, was third
• with 313.
4' Placing for Calloway were
Jenise Boyd, first, girls extern-

research at the biological facility
next summer will be arranged at
Murray State.
In addition to Murray State,
schools represented at the
meeting Nov. 13 were Kentucky
Wesleyan College, St. Louis Community College, University of
Kentucky, University of
Louisville, St. Louis Community
College, Bellarmine College,
Georgetown College, Oakland City
(Ind. College and Transylvania
University.
Other courses planned at the
biological station by the various
schools include field biology, fish
and wildlife parasitology,
ichthyology, environmental
education, soils and the
ecosystem,and edible plants.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, professor
emeritus at Murray State who was
instrumental in development of
the biological station, and
Elizabeth Thach, manager of the
I.B1„ were among persons who
pledged support at the recent
meeting.

poraneous speaking; Lisa Hale,
first, oratory; Trisha Clark, first,
poetry; Mark Cooper, first, storytelling; Sherri Mills, first, solo
acting; Mills and Janice Boggs,
first, duet acting; Debbie Walker,
second, solo acting; Cindy .
Bazzell, second, oratory and
poetry: Kenneth Fatre14, third,
boys, extemporaneous speaking;.
Allen McClard, third, oratory and _
analysis; Karen - Adams, third,
prose; and Christy Hale, third,
solo acting.
Coach Larry England's team. _
will next compete at the Lexington
Henry Clay High School Invitational Dec. 4 and 5.

rainy day
Mostly cloudy with rain likely today. Highs in the mid to
per 40s. Rain ending tonight but
remaining mostly cloudy Lows
in the mid to upper 30s. Partly
sunny Tuesday.
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e Bearly Made It
NEWPORT NEW (AP) —
They said it couldn't be done, but a
3-year-old bliek bear swam 4
miles across the James River
from the Southside and led several
people on a chase through
Mariners Museum Park.
It took nearly four hours and
three tranq nili7er shots before the
200-pound bear was captured
unharmed Sunday night by
Newport News park rangers, a
state game warden and representatives of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Mrs. Carol Saunders of Rescue
saw the bear Saturday afternoon
and again about 3 p.m. Sunday
when it entered the James River,
headed toward Newport News.
She called her mother,
Marguerite Smith of Net

Naws, to tell her about the bear.
Mrs.Smith then called the police.
Police Officer itavid Batkins
sighted the bear abdut 4 p.m., just
north of the Lions Bridge on
Museum Drive.
"He wasn't even tired when he
got out of the water. He ignored all
the people on the bank and ran
right around me in a full run,"
Batkins said.
Prom then on it was a wild hunt
through thickets and brush in
Mariners Museum Park. SPCA officials were on hand with tranquilizers, which were shot twice
into the bear while he was in a tree
near Lake Mallory and the
museum boathouse.
It was another half hour before
he started to climb down, but he
fell about 50 feet before running

toward the woods. The bear climbed and fell out of several more
trees before the tranquilizers took
effect.
State game warden Edward
Mitchell, SPCA executive director
Eugene Falls and others then tied
down the bear's legs and quickly
gave him another tranquilizing
shot before putting him into an
SPCA truck.
Two veterinarians who later examined the bear at the SPCA
shelter in Hampton said he sprained a right shoulder, probably the
result of falling out of the trees,
said Dr. Sarah Forbes, president
of the SPCA board.
After the extent of injuries is
known and the bear recovers, he
will be released, but officials
won't say where.

Casey Inves men
cis
.on
Raising Eyebrows Ortivanel
WASHINGTON (AP) — CIA
Director William J. Casey's decision not to put his multimilliondollar stock holdings in a blind
trust is raising eyebrows among
members of the Senate Intelligence Committee. .
Casey, who has nearly ter
paralleled access to the government's data on international
economic developments, broke
the precedent of the last two CIA
directors and kept control over his
personal investments.
Many of the companies in which
Casey and his wife own stock are
involved with oil, natural gas and
strategic minerals and operate in
nations of deep interest to U.S.
intelligence.

Schmidt And Brezhnev Begin Arms Talks
BONN, West Germany (AP) —
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, who
takes credit for persuading President Reagan to propose a European missile ban, sat down today
in Bonn with Soviet President
Leonid I. Brezhnev to urge Soviet
acceptance of the nuclear arms
reduction plan.
The West German and Soviet
delegations got down to business
at the chancellor's office beside

the Rhine River. Later today,
Schmidt and Brezhnev, accompanied only by translators,
will meet at Schloss Gymnich, the
ancient castle where Brezhnev is
staying 20 miles northwest of the
capital.
Before today's talks, the Soviet
leader reviewed a West German
honor guard in a nationally
televised ceremony welcoming
him to Bonn. The weather was

Budget...
ficials charged with certain vital
financial services, and most of the
top officials of government, including the president.
None would be paid, and it was
unclear how long they cotild be
required to work without pay:
Meanwhile, workers in goternment agencies not considered
necessary for national security,
health or safety were told to ctirne
to work today and prepare to dole
down.
"An awful lot of people will be
furloughed," said Ed Dale,
spokesman for the White House
Office of Management and
Budget."They won't get paid."
Dale said layoffs would begin
Tuesday for some workers and increase through the week if the impasse continues.
To the surprise of almost no one,

Vehicle
Break-Ins
Investigated
Investigation continues into
break-ins of several vehicles during the Rick Springfield concert
Sunday night on the Murray State
University campus.
The Murray Police Department
and MSU Security Office both are
involved in the case and declined
comment pending further investigation.
Several items were reported
missing from cars,officers aside -

"/

unseasonably mild and Brezhnev
wore only a suit as he walked
slowly but steadily along the
reviewing line between rows of
troops.
Brezhnev arrived at the BonnCologne airport Sunday evening
and Schmidt accompanied him to
Schloss Gymnich.
Schmidt later told a West German television interviewer he had
a 20-minute impromptu talk with
Brezhnev at Gymnich that touched on "the central themes" of the
visit including arms control. He
gave no other details.
Tass, the official Soviet news
Congress approved a spending bill agency, said the two leaders had a
which makes sure that House brief talk _in a "friendly
mertibers and senators and their atmosphere." •
staffs will be paid, while the fight
Schmidt has made it clear he
over other federal spending will press Brezhnev to accept the
continued.
Reagan proposal to forego the
Each agency was to decide how NATO deployment of U.S. cruise
to reduce or close its operations so and Pershing II nuclear missiles
it was not clear how quickly the in return for dismantling Soviet
impact would be felt. As of Sunday medium-range rockets aimed at
it appeared that some agencies Western Europe from bases in
had made few or no preparations.
Western Russia.
It was known that:
Schmidt was said to doubt the
—As of Tuesday,the doors to the
Soviets would accept it without
National Gallery of Art were to be
compromise. But he reportedly
closed, and there would be no
hoped for some sign that Brezhnev
public entry to the Rodin - would not reject it.
sculpture exhibit now featured at
Reagan's proposal, which he
the museum.
made in a speech last Wednesday,
Security 'checks are
will be the opening American
funded from a special trust fund
gambit in the Soviet-American
and would not be affected. It was
arms reduction talks beginning
not clear if those who process and
next Monday in Geneva,
mail the checks would be at work.
Switzerland.
—Only 2 percent of the Postal
The Soviet media condemned
Service's funds comes from
the proposal as "propagandistic"
appropriations so the mail will go
and designed to guarantee
through.
Western military superiority in
—GoVernment grants for proEurope.
grams like the Labor DepartMoscow contends its missiles in
Merit's CETA job's agency would
Western Russia only put it on a
dry up and local governments
par with North Atlantic Treaty
would have to lay off workers.
Organization forces in Europe.
—Some workers had been told to
The Kremlin insists the United
cancel travel plans.
States must limit its missile
Ironically, one department
systems aboard submarines
which Reagan has said he wants
operating off European coasts,
to abolish will probably escape the
curb British and French nuclear
threat of closure. The one agency
missile capability and negotiate
appropriations bill which Conreductions in the number of
gress managed to pass covers
Western European bases from
operations of the Energy
which bombers and missiles could
Department.
be. launched against the Soviet
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Sporkin said Casey's longtime
investment adviser has bought
and sold stock on Casey's behalf
since the 68-year-old former Wall
Street lawyer took over at CIA in
January.
Sporkin refused to give details
on Casey's stock transactions, but
noted that the law requires incumbent officials by May 15 of each
year to disclose the value, within
broad ranges, of each stock transaction during the previous year.
The senator, who asked not to be
identified, said he expected that
Casey's recent stock dealings
would become part of the Intelligence Committee's ongoing
review of the CIA director's
fitness.
An aide to another Intelligence
Committee member said Casey's
lack of a blind trust "has been a
- concern up here for sometime."
Casey's two predecessors at the
CIA — Stansfield Turner and nowVice President George Bush —
established blind trusts to avoid a

Union.
Despite the Soviet arguments,
the Reagan formula has been well
received by the West German
public, which has grown increasingly wary of the possibility that
Western Europe would become a
nuclear battleground in any es‘w
East-West confrontation.
Brezhnev will meet on Tuesday
with Foreign Minister HansDietrich Genscher; Helmut Kohl
and Franz-Josef Straus, the
leaders of the conservative Christian Democrats; former
Chancellor Willy Brandt and West
German President Karl Carstens.
The Soviet president is scheduled to fly back to Moscow on
Wednesday.
Brezhnev is making his first trip
to the West since June 1979 when
Eight members of the
he and President Carter signed Calloway County High School
the SALT II strategic arms limita- Laker Band were named to the
tion agreement in Vienna. The all-district band with four
U.S. administration shelved the members being recommended
agreement after the Soviets sent for all-state band tryouts.
All-district band selections
troops into Afghanistan in
recommended for the state were
December 1979.
About 50,000 people Mikal Grimes, flute; Jeff Dowdy,
demonstrated in Bonn hours baritone; Tad Dowdy, tuba; and
before Brezhnev arrived. The bulk Rick Wagoner, percussion. Renee
of the protests were aimed at Taylor, bassoon; Stacey
Moscow's military and human Underhill, french horn; Bob
right's policies, but some 10,000 of Houghton, Trumpet; and Karen
the demonstrators protested the Dowdy, mallets; also were named
nuclear polices of both the United all-district.
The all-district band will
States and the Soviet Union.
rehearse Jan. 15, and 16 and present a concert Jan. 16 in the
Hinckley To Get
Paducah Tilghman High School

possible appearance of conflict of
Interest.
And in this administration,
others with access to closely held
economic secrets — including
President Reagan, Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr.,
treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan and Bush — placed their
holdings in blind trusts.
Defense Secretary Caspar W.
Weinberger divested his stock in
companies that do business with
the Pentagon, but he did not
create a blind trust.
According to his 1981 financial
disclosure statement, Casey and
his wife own stock worth at least
$1.8 million, and perhaps more
than $3.4 million, in 27 corporations with major foreign
operations.
The trading prices of many of
the companies could rise and fall
with international developments.
For instance, Casey owns more
than $250,000 in Superior Oil Co.,
ivtilch deals with Abu Dhabi on oil
in the Persian Gulf. Superior also
has- been negotiating with
Thailand on the sale of natural
gas-, and the company has an interest in a SouthoAfrican
platinum subsidiary.
A 1965 presidential order and existing regulations prohibit federal
employees from using non-public
information obtained through
their government work -for the
purpose of furthering a private
interest."

Calloway Band Members
Named To All-District

Medical Tests
WASHINGTON (AP) — John W.
Hinckley Jr., released from an Army hospital, will undergo additional medical tests, apparently to
determine if he suffered any permanent brain damage when he
tried to hang himself, the Justice
Department says.
Hinckley, 26, charged with attempting to assassinate President
Reagan, was moved Sunday to a
new cell at the Fort Meade, Md.,
army base, said department
spokesman John Russell.
Hinckley spent a week in Kimbrough Army Community
Hospital on the base after trying
to hang himself on Nov. 15. The
Justice Department has said that
Hinckley jammed the lock of his
cell with cardboard when a U.S.
marshal who was watching him
from an adjacent room turned
away to let anothei guard in.
As a result of his second suicide
attempt, the U.S. Marshals Service has put added security
around Hinckley's new cell, the
Justice Department spokesman
said.
Hinckley has been under 24-hour
watch since he took an overdose of
tranquilizers and aspirin
substitute on May 27

Auditorium. All-state band auditions will be Dec. 5 in
Elizabethtown.'
Several middle school
students were named to the
Quad-State Band Festival at
Murray State University. The
band will perform at 7 tonight in
Lovett Auditorium.
Chosen because of their music
and talent achieves, the musicians selected were Mary
Hansen and Laura Alton, flute;
Darin Loftus, oboe; Regina Fox
and Michelle Ford, clarinet;
Tim Greer, alto saxophone;
Jeanne Thorn, trumpet; David
Miller, french horn; Marcia
Ford and Malcon Taylor, trombone; and Jennifer Bell, percussion.

Burley Auctions Open
Across Kentucky Today
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — Ken- 716.5 million pounds across the
tucky farmers, who grow about belt — the largest since 1963.
After two poor growing seasons,
two-thirds of the nation's burley
tobacco, went to auction a large crop was planted this year.
warehouses today to begin selling With the industry short of burley,
a crop that could bring them more prices are expected to be relatively high.
than $800 million.
Demand is not expected to be
Growers in Kentucky and quite as strong as last year, when
elsewhere in the eight-state burley cigarette companies paid 20 cents
belt were eager to begin selling a pound above the 1980 average
their 1981 production, which could support price for burley of almost
command record-high prices.
any quality.
Although prices can be unBut companies are expected to
predictable in Kentucky's 30 offer premium prices for the best
market cities and elsewhere ih the tobacco, making lower bids on the
eight-state belt, burley leaders rest.
were guessing that the average
Also, with foreign buyers ready
would be $1.70 to $1.80 a pound;
to enter the market, some inFarmers received a record-high dustry leaders said bidding could
average of 81.66 a pound for a be particularly lively in the first
relatively small burley crop last few weeks, with prices possibly
year.
slipping later in the season if
Support prices will range from _ quality begins to deteriorate.
$1.08 to $1.80 a pound this year,
The eight burley marketing
depending on leaf quality, and will states are Kentucky, Indiana;
average $1.64 a pound.
Tennessee, Virginia, West
The crop is estimated at 489.5 Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio
million pounds in Kentucky and and Missouri.

Arab Foreign Ministers
Prepare For Summit Meet
FEZ, Morocco (AP) — The full support to the Palestinian he opposes the Saudi plan, and
secretary-general of the Arab people's right to self- conference sources said his
League warned against European determination and Yasser foreign minister, Abdelaati
participation in the Sinai Arafat's Palestine Liberation
Obeldi, was the only delegate to
peacekeeping force as Arab Organization.
speak against the plan Sunday.
foreign ministers prepared for a
The 2,500-man peacekeeping The sources said he did not
summit meeting Wednesday to force is to patrol the eastern Sinai comment on the substance of the
consider Saudi Arabia's plan for after Israeli withdrawal from
proposal but said it stxfuld not be
an Arab-Israeli peace agreement. Egyptian territory captured dur- on the agenda because it is conSecretary-General Chedli ing the 1973 Mideast War is com- troversial and the chiefs of state
Klibi's warning came amid pleted in April.
should not have to take a stand on
reports that Britain, Italy, France
Spokesmen for the governments it.
and the Netherlands would an- of Britain and France said there
nounce today their willingness to would be a joint announcement on
join the U.S.-led forcsik It will the force today but refused to say
replace withdrawinrlsraeli in advance what it would be. But
The Musty Ledger & Times
(USPS3012-150)
in the Sinai Peninsula Egyptian Foreign Minister Butros
terms of the Camp Daid Ghali said the four nations had
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays, July
accords.
agreed to participate in the
4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
the E
"If the countries
peacekeeping force.
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
14elespepers Inc., 106 N. 4th, Murray, Ky.
peen Community 'lint to Con- the Arab summit meeting
401/1. Second Class Postage Paid at Murtribute to the efforts for peace in opens Wednesday, and the Saudi
ray,Ky.42671.
tl1iddle East, it is necessary foreign minister, Prince Saud alSUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
served by terriers, $3.25 per month,
em not to participate in the Faisal, presented Saudi Crown
ibis in advance. By mail In Calway
multilateral force to be establish- Prince Pahd's eightrint peace
to die roteignini
ed in the Sinai.," KUM said in a
;
r
214f
7 ie
ea
ileI
S
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Cik Pn:',I4
spec Sunday to the Arab foreign Wait arawlng up'the agenda tor
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"This is one more example of
Casey skirting the edge." said one
member of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, which is investigating
Casey's past business practices.
CIA general counsel Stanley
ierkin said Casey asked tatter
." year whether he should creates blind trust and was told Feb. 3
by CIA deputy general counsel
Ernest Mayerfeld that he did not
need one.
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Unity needed
for everyone
at University
In light of the problems facing Murray State
University and Kentucky's, other regional schools
during the next couple of years, we're glad the socalled Curris Controversy has apparently been laid
to rest.
We know of no measure that can be used to assess
the damage to the university during the nine-month
battle between its president and board of regents.
The unsuccessful attempt by some members of
the board to oust Curris as MSU's president will undoubtedly remain a black mark against the university, the board and the president for some time to
come.
The only way to erase such a mark is through a
spirit of cooperative progress, Cooperation such as
the joint meeting of the Murray State and Item
Kentucky University boards of regents th past
weekend,is a good example.
The future of Murray State University demands
the regents and the president join hands, just as the
regents have linked with WKU's board.
The one thing Murray State University does not
need at this time of ever-tightening budgets is an internal squabble. If Murray State University is to
progress, every member of the team — the administration, the boardw, the faculty, the staff, the
students and the townspeople — must pull together.

by roland evans and robert novak

President Mubarak taking control in Egypt "
CAIRO, Egypt — Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak foresees "rejoicing" in Moscow and the "rejectionist" Arab camp if the long-stalled
Egyptian'-Israeli West Bank
autonomy talks fail.
Articulate and plain spoken, the
heir of Anwar Sadat told us in an exclusive interview: "Failure of the
autonomy talks will create more
suspicion of America in the whole
Arab world but it will bring rejoicing
in the Soviet Union and the rejectionist camp(which opposes any deal
with Israel). The Russians twice told
President Sadat that with American,
you will never succeed but with the
Soviets you will."
If a Palestinian settlement cannot
be reached within the Camp David
framework, Mubarak said, "The
Arab world will see that the Soviets
are correct. We must succeed."
Mubarak received us in his
presidential house, called Aruba
Palace, built 50 years ago by an
Egyptian made rich- as King
Farouk's jeweler. If he is having difficulty establishing himself as the
third modern pharoah in post-Farouk
Egypt, it does not show. His chief

concern today is to make absolutely
certain that nothing interfers with
the final withdrawal of Israel from
the Sinai Peninsula by next April 25.
That explains his monotonous refrain
that Egypt remains "totally committed" to the Camp David peace process. He means it.
Mubarak's early weeks in office
show continuity with Satat's sensational 11-year rule of the country that
has become America's most powerful friend in the Arab world. His first
task — internally security following
Sadat's assassination — has gone
better than some of his own
associates expected. Despite dire
predictions in Washington, Israel
and elsewhere of internal upheaval,
Mubarak is believed to have a solid
grip on his police, intelligence and
armed forces, all essential to
domestic order.
The new president's second, more
troubling problem is the economy.
Runaway food subsidies, combined
with reduced income from oil sales,
inflation and lack of money for
capital investment, are a major
threat. The subsidies must be curtailed early next year. No economist,

Mubarak has assembled the country's top financial and economic
brains and opened the door to a
public debate on how to handle the
explosive subsidy question. Public
debates have not always been
welcomed in previous governments.
A third immediate problem for
Mubarak is the purely political one of
identification: to take some dramatic
action possibly in the economic field,
that will give his presidency an indentity of its own after the celebrated
years of Anwar Sadat.
Mubarak's accession looks like
roses compared to the thorns that
hemmed in Sadat in 1979. Gamal
Abdel Nasser bequethed him 17,000
Soviet military advisers, a government infiltrated by pro-Soviet activits plotting a coup de'etat and a
reeling, socialized economy. Worst of
all, the then-great enemy, Israel,
held the Sinai and the eastern bank of
the blocked Suez Canal.
Both Mubarak and the high command he inherited from Sadat know
that one key to his future--and the
larger future of the Middle East --- is
the vital Egyptian-American connection which was created by Sadat.

Today in history

Investment
k

advice needed
Headline is a service for senior citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am seriously considering investing some money in stocks. I have never done
this before, and don't really know what precautions
to take in order to protect myself, not especially
from loss of the money, but from making bad decisions because of lack of knowledge. Can you give
me some idea of the precautions I should take? K.E.
ANSWER: First of all, you need reliable information on any securities you are considering.
Reputable brokerage houses and stock salespersons can furnish this information and explain it.
Beware of any salesperson who offers stock for sale
on the mere assurance that the price will go up and
you can't lose. These types of confidence operators
usually begin with a high-pressure sales talk about
letting you in on a "sure thing" with "quick profits." The best advice we can give is to investigate
before you invest. If you stick to the following
"rules of thumb," you can have a much better investment experience.
1. Beware of confidence operators.
2. Don't speculate. If you are an average investor,
invest. Do not speculate. The amateur who "plays
the market' is asking for trouble.
3. Be sure you can afford it.
4. Do business with firms you know and trust.
5. If you are going to invest, learn more about investing.
6. Before buying...think
7. Beware of securities that are offered over the
telephone by strangers.
8. Don't listen to high-pressure sales pitches.
9. Be sure you understand the risks of loss.
10. Tell the salesperson to put all the advice in
4,
writing and mail it to you.
11. If you do not understand all the written information,consult a person who does.
12. Give at least as much consideration to buying
securities as you would to buying any other
valuable property.
HEARTLINE: It's starting to get pretty hot here
in Texas now. I have respiratory problems. Will
Medicare help pay for an airconditioner and
humidifier? R.V.
ANSWER: No, on both questions. For more information on the items that Medicare will and will
not cover, our 1981 Guide to Medicare is available
for $1.75. Send your order to Headline, Dept. M,114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
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That will greatly depend on the
perception of Mubarak by the
American public There is much
pnvate talk here at the top about the
president's crucial first trip to the
U S , tentatively set for February,
and whether he will parade the same
skill and finesse before Congress arid
on television that gave Sadat unprecedented populanty as a foreignand an Arab - leader
But for the immediate future
Mubarak's mind is single-tracked
Permit nothing that Israel's Prime
Minister Menachem Begin could use
as a pretext to delay the April 25 laststage Sinai withdrawal We are not
going to slip into such a mistake."
Mubarak told us. His decision to retain all Sadat's high-level nulitary •
foreign and political advisers is
directly hinged to denying Israel the
slightest pretext of backing out of its
treaty commitment.
After April 25, Mubarak will move
Egypt closer to the alienated Arab
world and strike harder for AmeicanEgyptian success in persuading
Israel to grant full autonomy to the
Palestinians. Mubarak wants no rejoicing in Moscow.

•RONALD REAGAN
•DkVID STOCK MRN

Today is Monday, Nov. 23, the 327th
day of 1981. There are 38 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 23, 1971, communist China
took a seat as a permanent member
of the United Nations Security
Council.
On this date:
In 1943, U.S. forces defeated the
Japanese at the Pacifi,c battle of
Tarawa in World War II.
In 1967, anti-Americin demonstrations were held in Ankara, Turkey,as
a U.S. envoy arrived to mediate the
dispute between Turkey and Greece
over Cyprus.
In 1972, Bolivia's right-wing
government declared a state of siege,
saying there was a conspiracy to
overthrow it.
In 1977, Israel paraded tanks on its
side of the Lebanese border as a warning to Syrian troops and Palestinian
guerrillas to stay away from the
frontier.
And in 1979, a planeload of 350
Americans left Pakistan for home on
State Department orders following a
mob attack on the U.S. Embassy in
Islamabad.
Five years ago: French writer and
art historian Andre Malraux died at
age 75.
One year ago: The search for
bodies continued in Las Vegas, Nev.
in the aftermath of a fire at the MGM
Grand hotel-casino that claimed
more than 80 lives.

by john cuniff

business mirror

Recessions are old stories in United States
NEW YORK (AP) — Hold onto
your hats, the economic seers are
telling you, the roller coaster is headed down. But of course you already
know it; what's occurring is that the
seers are just finding out.
How do they know? Well, they see
that more than 8 percent of the work
force is jobless, that industrial production plunged at an annual rate of
1.5 percent last month, that housing
starts are close to their lowest in 30
years, that millions of people just
can't afford a car and that business
bankruptcies are running 40 percent
above a year ago.
It's all there in the monthly
statistics out of which seers love to
make computations and correlations,
but what's unfortunate from a
forecasting viewpoint is that all those
statistics represent history.
They represent, in effect, what you

already know and have told the
economic world, and now the
analysts of that world are giving
them back to you with all sorts of
forebodings, forecasts and
recommendations.
So what else is new? Recessions
are old stories in recent U.S.
economic history.• This one is the second in as many calendar years, and
the eighth since World War II.
What is newsworthy — even if it
new iv ib,t it takes those who
should know so long to figure out
when a major economic change is
under way. Washington seems to
have been surprised by the suddenness and sharpness of this
downturn. So were most of your
favorite forecasters.
One of them, the Morgan Guaranty
Survey, was unusually candid in
acknowledging this. "The pronounced sag in activity has once again

Ten years ago—
James Stahler of Rt. 5 was named one of the top
three "Outstanding Young Farmers in Kentucky"
at Kentucky Jaycee meeting, Paducah.
Papers reflecting the 22-year service of the late
Noble Gregory of M2%/frail as U. S. Representative
from First congressional District of Kentucky had
been donated to Murray State University Library. Twenty years agoState Class
captured
Murray High School Tigers
beating
Lynch
by
_Championship
Football
A
Bulldogs 14-13 in Lexington.

caught the forecasting community by
surprise," it said a few days ago. Six
weeks ago, it said, most analysts -including those at The Morgan Bank
— expected that the economy would
avoid a downturn."
The recession information now being offered to you is probty no
surprise at all since, after a 1, it is
based on nothing other than what the
forecasters received from you.
Received from you, that is, in the
form of decisions made or decisions
delayed, on whether or not you were
able to hold your job, buy a car, afford the rent, take a trip, save
money, reduce your indebtedness.
You knew. All you're getting down
is the statistical documentation.
And just when the emergence from
recessions comes about will depend
on you also. Not that the actions of
the president and the Federal
Reserve don't mean anything. They

Mrs. James Garland, representing Murray Girl
Scout Council, was in Cuernavoco, N. M., living at
Our Cabana, a home sponsored by World Association of Girl Scouts and Girl Guides for two weeks.
Thirty years ago—
.Pvt-,Irries,r Scnqh clole,qf Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Smith, was stationed in Taegu, Korea, serving with
Medical Depot,Sixth Army.
s-enasted to a 40-6 vicMurray High School,
tory over Grolielligh of Parts,Tenn., and was named 1951 Western Kentucky Conference football
champions.

do.
the. reaction to their acBut.
tions, policies and achievements
the reactions of you and your
neighbors, consumers and producers
— that to a very great degree determines where the economy is headed.
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Edwards-Parrish Married In Church
Marcia Gayle Edwards,
and Robby Franklin Parrish were married Saturday, Oct. 24, at Concord
United Methodist Church,
Paducah, with the Rev.
Arvil Thomasson and Dr.
Bill F. Riley officiating.
Music was presented
by Larry Edwards,
Paducah, organist, and
Pam Wallace and Keith
Boyd, Paducah, and
Shawn Darnell, Murray,
vocalists
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Edwards of Paducah and
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish
of Rt. 1, Dexter.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mildred

Mrs. Robby Franklin Parrish

r

The back of the fourtiered skirt of Schliffi
lace flounces fell from a
fitted waistline accented
in Venice lace
medallions.
Her veil was hand rolled English net edged with
Schliffi lace, double
tiered to the waist and
held in place with a half
band of embroidered and
pearled lace. Her
cascade bouquet was of
pastel colored silk
flowers. She carried a
handkerchief that belonged to her great-greatgreat -greatgrandmother.
Her jewelry was a diamond necklace and dia-

iiiund earrings.

ray, niece of the groom,
was flower girl.
Ringbearers were Ron
Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Ray, and Eric
Nall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy Nall, Paducah.
Johnny Don Cossey of
Murray served as best
man Groomsmen were
Roger Parrish, brother of
the groom, David
Burkeen, brother-in-law
of the groom, both of Rt.
1, Dexter, Mark Darnell
and Gary Lilly, both of
Murray.
Ushers were Mike
Brandon of Aurora, Bobby Hill and Greg
McReynolds of Murray,
and David Rudolph of Rt.

Alija Taylof of
Paducah was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were
Renee Wilson and Gayle
Griggs, Paducah,
Theresea Nance, sister of
the groom, and Felice
Hill, Murray.
The attendants wore
rainbow colored gowns of
voile with off-the shoulder flounces. The
hemline flounces formed
bustles in the back. Each
one carried a parasol
trimmed with lace and
rainbow colored silk
flowers.
Shawna Nance,
daughter of Gunner and
Theresea Nance, Mur-

Individualize your diet
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — all the fat removed — is a
Recently you agreed with good food. It is a good source
the person who asked about of complete protein. And it
eating poultry and fish is a low calorie food if you
rather than red meats to —don't fry it in grease or add
avoid saturated fats. Well, I fat gravy to it. A whole
have been told that half the pound of raw lean round
fat in beef is unsaturated fat steak only contains about
and that more than half of 600 calories.
the fat in pork is unsaturatYou are right that about
ed fat. What is wrong then half of the fat in beef is
with red meat for a diet? I unsaturated. But almost all
always thought a good of that is monounsaturated
healthy diet should include fat, which is not much better
some good red meat, that it than saturated fat. Beef fat
was good for your blood and is very low in the polyunsagave you a lot of good turated fat that many heart
protein. Are some cuts of specialists believe is better
beef better than others? for you.
Which is better, pork or
The relationship of beef,
beef? Should you leave sheep, pork and organ meats
organ meats alone?
is included in The Health
DEAR READER — I
number 8-12, Red
have no objection to people Letter
Meats: Good and Bad, which
meats
if
their
syseating red
I am sending you. Others
tem can handle it. If you who want
issue can send
read my column often you 75 ,centsthiswith
a long,
know that I usually advocate stamped, self-addressed
individualizing rather than envelope for it to me, in care
generalizing.
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
If you happen to have a 1551, Radio City Station,
high cholesterol level, then it New York, NY 10019.
is wise to lose weight and to
In general, the organ
limit fat. If these measures
are not adequate it is impor- meats, except lean heart
tant to limit saturated fat (which is really muscle, not
and cholesterol. A severe an organ), ari high in cholesproblem might even be terol. Brains are the highest
benefited by a vegetarian cholesterol food available. I
diet. It depends upon the suspect avoiding brains will
not create a dietary hardpatient and his problem.
Now, good lean red meat ship for many.
DEAR. DR. LAMB — I
— such as round steak with

know I shouldn't, but I
couldn't help laughing at the
gentleman with prostate
surgery. At age 63 he is
under the delusion he is still
a young buck and that women should fall all over him as
he is a "perfect specimen."

Monday, Nov.23
District 17 Unit I
Licensed Practical
Nurses Association will
meet at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Future
workshops and a
Christmas party will be
discussed.
--Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
discuss the Book of Job
with Sue Parsons as
leader at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
Any person who has read
the book is invited.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
west end of Livestock and
Exposition Center.

Frisco Drake
FOR TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER 24,11161
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To fled oat what the
stars say, read the forecast
givesfor your birth Sip.

Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Woodmen of the
World, will meet at 7 p.m.
in home of Martha Andrus.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.,
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and
Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

1, Dexter.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the
church fellowship hall.
Serving were Missy
Wallace, Halls, Tenn.,
Tyanna Austin,
Evansville, Ind., and
Connie Lilly and Shawn
Darnell, Murray. Bonnie
Burkeen, sister of the
groom, kept the guest
register.
Rice bags were
distributed by Tonya
Hack, Tammy Harris,
Vickie Thomasson, and
Melesia Whalen, all of
Paducah. The new Mr.
and Mrs. Parrish are
residing in Paducah.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Community Events

HEALTH

1.4

Thomasson and the late
011ie Thomasson, and
Alice Edwards and the
late Mont Edwards. The
groom is the grandson of
Frank Parrish and the
late Helen Parrish of Rt.
1, Dexter, and Mr. and
Mrs. Osro Butterworth,
Murray.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore a gown
of white English net over
silk organza. The wedding ring collar and yoke
were of Schliffi lace and
clipped medallions of
Venice lace. The fitted
sleeves and the skirt front
were accented with floral
medallions of Venice lace
and edged in Schliffi lace.

ARIES
Not-So-Merry Woman
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
connected to money
Wants Some Christmas Rest orWorries
relationships shouldn't impede work concentration. Get

He would do better if he
realized he was getting
advice about a confusing
"baggy and saggy
and
financial situation.
looked for a nice 63-year-old
By Abigail Van Buren
• 1901 by Universal Press Syndicate
woman who is getting the
TAURUS
same. If the gentleman stops
(Apr.20to May 20) ti‘i4?
worrying about "ringing the
Don't-let job concerns affect Murray Lions Club will
ladies' bells" and concenself-esteem. You'll
your
Recovery, Inc., will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Col- DEAR ABBY: How do you go about putting a stop to
trates on being a sensitive,
receive helpful support from
thoughtful companion, he meet at 7:30 p.m. at onial House exchanging Christmas gifts with people you hardly ever others. Be more optimistic
see? I don't mean relatives, I mean out-of-towners who used
will have plenty of female Calloway County Health Smorgasbord.
to be neighbors and whose children were friendly with our about success.
friends. We old gals have Center, North Seventh
children (all grown now),and folks we are no longer close to. GEMINI
had our bells rung enough.
Wednesday,
Nov.
25
and Olive Streets,
9
7
Make Today Count will Shopping, wrapping and mailing Christmas presents (May 21 to June 20) 111
DEAR READER — Lethave gotten to be a real chore, and I am not as young as I Matters of love and inBetty Sledd Group of meet at 1:30 p.m. in used to be. It's also expensive. I would like to get off a lot of timacy may trouble you now.
ters I've received indicate
that sex life varies greatly First Baptist Church will Murray-Calloway County people's lists and take them off mine, too. I'm sure they feel Be more realistic about the
at all ages. Many feel as you meet at 7 p.m. with Paula Hospital.
the same way about it, but don't know how to get off ours. needs of others. Close ties may
do but others still hope there Alcott.
So how do I get off this merry-go-round, Abby? I would be an inspiration.
--is a clapper in the bell. You
Overeaters Anonymous prefer to send Christmas cards to a number of people who CANCER
Tuesday, Nov. 24
will be interested in another
still on my Christmas gift list. Thanks from ...
(June21 toJuly 22)
Parents Anonymous will meet at 12:30 p.m. in are
letter as follows:
CUTTING CORNERS IN CHICAGO Either you or a close friend
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am will meet at 6:30 p.m. For Classroom 2, Murraycould be feeling down because
a lady of 63 and my sex life information call 759-1087 Calloway County
DEAR CHICAGO: Early in December write a note
domestic problem.
is dull because I can't meet or 753-6917.
Hospital,
to those you'd like to take off your gift list and put on of a
Mr. Right. I believe the genyour card list, saying you are "thankful" for friends Creative work should succeed.
tleman has not met the right
with whom you can be perfectly frank. Explain that Trust your imagination.
lady who can turn him on. I
this
year, along with trimming your Christmas tree, LEO
am considered sexy and
you're
trimming your gift list and sending cards (July 23 to Aug. 22) 4244a
attractive by men, however
instead.
I'll wager they"11 appreciate your practical Be protective of health. A
I do not believe in jumping
more positive mental attitude
approach and will cheerfully reciprocate.
into bed with just any man.
is needed if you are to be sucSend me that man's name A st,„.t melon can be easily recognized by a stem
cessful. Children are a source
and address.
end that appears slightly sunken and well calloused.
of comfort.
DEAR ABBY: My cousin recently lost her baby daughter. VIRGO
The baby died a few hours after she was born.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
It's been only three weeks, and already three women have No use crying if you can't afreturn
the
baby
gifts
asked me whether my cousin intends to
ford a costly entertainment.
she received at her baby shower!
Stay within your budget.
I find it hard to believe anyone could be so small as to be You'll be able to clear up a
concerned about whether her baby gift will be returned or misunderstanding.
not.
What do I tell these women? I certainly do not want to LIBRA
approach my cousin with such pettiness. She's having a (Sept.23to Oct. 22) Arl
A "me first" attitude could
hard enough time as it is.
CAN'T BELIEVE IT hurt another's feelings. Your

8
1 0

nr)

R DE

NOW
FOR
THANKSGIVING
DINNER

sense of duty need not turn you

DEAR CAN'T: I suggest that you tell these petty, into a kill-joy. Money difinsensitive women that you wouldn't consider ap- ferences can be resolved.
proaching your cousin with such a painful question. SCORPIO

*Dinner Rolls
*Cream, Fruit, Pumpkin,
Pecan Pies
*Delicious Cakes
PCiirrot,Fresh Coconut,
Chocolate. German Chocolate

PLEASE ORDER IN ADVANC

SENIOR PARTY — Members of Pam Rusk's Leisure and Aging Class, Murray State University,sponsored a Thanksgiving party for Senior Citizens at Ellis
Center Thursday, Nov. 19. They include, from left, bottom, Steve Mvey, Scott
Weedon, Carla Ambrico, back row, Danny Duerksen, Teri Tribble, Pain Dyer,
Kevin Bourland,and Dave Pritchard.

THE MURRAY THEATRES

$2" OFF
a MOVIES

Sunday Thru Thur. Nitis
Now Thru Dec. 17th.
Clip The Coupons
And Present To Theatre Cashier For Your $2.00 Off.

$2°° OFF

Admit Admission
Sem Theo Mars. Nits:

Cenci,

(Oct.Zito Nov.21) n11,11
1VP
-41)on't be overly suspicious,
or you'll cause another to act
FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND
In a manner opposite from the
One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was Way you want. Give ties
walking along the beach with the Lord. Across the sky the benefit of the doubt.
flashed scenes from his life. For each scene, he noticed two SAGITTARIUS
arig0
sets of footprints in the sand: one belonging to him, and the (Nov.72to Dec.21) "
other to the Lord.
count on others to help
When the last scene flashed before him, he looked back at Don't
financially
at present. A
out
path
many
times
along
the
noticed
that
the footprints and
somewhat
may
be
friend
there was only one set of footprints in the sand. He also
noticed that this happened during the lowest and saddest downcast. Put creativity to
use in your spare time.
times in his life.
This really bothered him, so he questioned the Lord. CAPRICORN
"Lord, you said that once I decided to follow you, you would (Dec.22toJan. 19)
walk with me all the way, but! noticed that during the most Too much career preoctroublesome times of my life, there was only one set of cupation can make you
footprints. I don't understand why, when I needed you the somewhat of a bore. Don't
most, you deserted me."
become so serious that you
The Lord replied,"My precious, precious child, I love you lose your zestfor good times.
and would never leave you. During your times of trial and AQUARIUS
suffering, when you see only one set of footprints, it was (Jan.30to Feb. 18)
then that I carried you."
Discretion is in order now in
AUTHOR UNKNOWN affairs of the heart. You may
(Submitted by T.O. Runsvold, Sioux City, Iowa)
be the victim of someone
else's moralizing. Clear up
•••
career uncertainties.
PISCES
you
get
them
off
your
You'll
feel
better
if
Problems?
chest. Write to Abby, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite (Feb.19 to Mar.20) )(CP
5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply, Extra responsibilities may
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. cause you to dip into capital or
money saved for another purpose. Advisers will be helpful
now.
YOU BORN TODAY are
All City of Murray Sanitation
gifted artistically and can
commercialize your talents.
Dept. Customers, Trash ConThough you can get by on your
tainers & Garbage Cans Containcharm and wits, your greatest
success comes with the
ing Ashes will not be emptied. All
development of ambition.
ashes must be in a plastic bag at
Both creative and practical,
you'll have success in writing,
curb side. This policy is necessary
acting and public affairs. You
are a good observer of the
in order to prevent the possibility
human condition and are inof fire in our collection trucks.
clined to criticism and
philosophy. Other fields which
may appeal to you include
banking, real estate, manageTHE NATURAL WAY
ment, publishing, music,
TO LOSE WEIGHT
sculpture and art. Birthdate of
Jolm V. Lindsay, politician;
LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
artist; and William F.
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It is peculiarly a family
day . and the very sound
of the name brings back
inevitable memories of
"back home," of the old
home kitchen and the
pantry crowded with_
"good things."
However, the day has
been so exploited by the
lure of sports attractions
and by the feast of turkey
and cranberries and the
merriment of holiday
celebration that the
historical origins are
sometimes forgotten. In
fact, the Pilgrims almost
did not come to America.
Those austere, strongwilled people in England
called Pilgrims chose exile in Holland rather than
persecution in England
for their religious beliefs.
They remained there for
12 years, holding menial
jobs and trying, with
limited success, to learn
the Dutch language but
they could not accept the
doctrime of the Dutch
Reformed Church. Thus
it was that their religious

and financial problem
led them to decide tc
leave Holland but where
to? They at first considered going to Guiana
in South America but the
prosperity brought to the
Virginia Colony by the
growing of tobacco led
them to select North
America.
The Pilgrim Journey
In July 1620, 46 Saints,
as those who held to their
religious beliefs were
called, sailed from
Holland on an old ship
called Speedwell. At
Southampton, England,
they joined with their
other ship the Mayflower
and met the English
emigrants who were to
sail with them. •
On the voyage, the
Speedwell began to ship
water and the Mayflower
was not big enough to accommodate the
passengers of both ships
so 18 of the 120
passengers returned to
their homes in England.
Continuing the journey

Doctors Say Reactions
To Flu Shots Poss ible
By DANIEL Q.HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — By
changing the body's
metabolism, ordinary flu
shots may temporarily
cause dangerous overreactions to common
medicines, such as those
given for blood clots or
asthma,researchers say.
They say doctors
should still give flu shots
to patients who need
them but should watch
them carefully for possible adverse reactions.
In a study, the researchers found the influenza
vaccine can change
human metabolism,
hampering the liver's
ability to break down and
remove drugs from the
body. Thus, the drugs
stay in the system longer
than usual. The effect can
be similar to receiving an
overdose.
The study, conducted at
the Minneapolis Veterans
Administration Medical
Center, was published in
Thursday's issue of the
.New England Journal of
Medicine.
The Centers for
Disease Control
estimates that about 22
million Americans will
receive flu shots this
year, and many of them
are elderly or ill people
who are taking prescription medicines.
"There are obviously
people who need to take
the flu shot," said
Dr.Craig J. McClain, one
of those who conducted
the lastest study.
However,"We are trying
to alert physicians that
maybe some of the untoward drug reactions
that have been seen in the
past in these patients that
haven't been easily ex-

plained might be due to
the flu shot," McClain
said in an interview.
McClain said the
research began after a
heart patient hemorrhaged while taking an anticoagulant medicine to
prevent blood clots,
"We had a patient who
was on a clincially relevant drug, warfarin, who
got a flu shot and almost
bled to death," McClain
said. "He had been quite
stable on the drug for 11
or 12 years, and we were
trying to figure out what
all of a sudden prompted
this guy to go haywire."
The doctors theorized
that the flu shot somehow
depressed the hepatic
cytochrome P-450
system, one of the major
processes by which the
liver removes drugs from
the body.
In an experiment, they
gave a drug called
aminopyrine to 220
healthy volunteers, 12 of
whom also received flu
shots. Afterward, they
measured the way
aminopyrine was being
metabolized, or broken
down,in their bodies.
Within a week,
aminopyrine metabolism
was depressed in the people who had flu shots by
22 to 74 percent. Although
the effect began to wear
off, metabolism was still
low three weeks later.
In some of them, this
process was as weak as in
people with severe
alcoholic liver disease.
"We think there are going to be abnormalities in
the metabolism of a
variety of very clincially
relevant drugs that are
metabolised over this P45 system,"Mc Clain
said.

was exploring the-coast
for the Plymouth Company
Pilgrim Survival
Fortunate!) for the
Pilgrims, an Indian named Sq tient° befriended
them soon after their landing He helped in the
builduig of houses, taught
them to fertilize each hill
of corn with a fish, showed them how to stalk the
wild turkey and how to
cultivate native corn and
pumpkin. Without him
the Pilgrims might never
have survived that first
cruel winter. As it was, 47
of the group died and
were buried in unmarked
graves to prevent hostile
Indians from knowing
how many had died.
IRA G. CORN, JR. Their resting place is
called Burial Hill and
-A
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on the Mayflower were
102 pas..s.engers, of whom
41 were Saints -17 men,10
women and 14 children.
The other passengers
were called Strangers by
the Saints as they were
economic opportunists
rather than religious
dissidents.
It is interesting to note
that the three most
posthumously famous of
those on the Mayflower
were Strangers. They
were John Alden,
Priscilla MullinS and
Myles Standish who are
immortalized in Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow's
poem The Courtship of

My les Standish.
There were 18 servants
aboard, most of whom
belonged to the Saints,
and though they were fed
and clothed by their
masters, they were not
paid for their hard work
and they could be bought
and sold like slaves.
In November 1620,
almost 4 months out of
Delfshaven, Holland, the
Mayflower come into
Provincetoini harbor.
The site which the
Pilgrims chose for colonization was Plymouth,
on the mainland, which
was named in 1614 by
Capt. John Smith who
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Chriglmas
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"Low rates
make State
Farm
homeowners
insurance a
good buy.
Our service
makes it
even better."
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My cranberries will be
delivered
By the grocery boy
My turkey will be served
upon
A shining silver platter
It will not taste as wild
game tastes
Though it will be much
fatter.
And, oh, of all the guest',
that Come
None of them will wear
Moccasins upon hi.s feet
Or feathers in
hair'

his
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But I was born in.modern
times
And shall not have this
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For Thanksgiving Dab
should pick my cranber
ries
Fresh from out a bog.
And make a table of a
stump
And sit upon .4 log
An Indian would be my
guest
And wear a crimsov
feather.
And we should clasp our
hands and say
Thanksgiving grace
together

LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS.... AND SAVE!

Is Shopping For
Honda's To Fill His
Bag.See Why In
Tuesday's Murray
Ledger & Times

••

Mrs Hales last editorial,
President Abraham I 4ncoin issued h.ls
Thanksgiving Proclamation, after which
Thanksgiving lie!.
became a national huh
day
The following poem U I
Were A Pilgrim Child c‘
by Rowena Kennett
child.
If I wens
Dressed in white or
gray.
I should catch my

LERMANS

•

°lama Claus
vat

blessings of rain, supplies
and the arrival of friends.
Gov Bradford =tied a
proclamation naming July 30, 1623 a day of
thanksgiving and pray er
The people we refer to
as PtIgnms were so named by Gov Bradford who
pilgrims
called them
snd strangers upon the
earth " They were called
ieparattsts in England
because they separated
from the Church of
England
Thanksgiving Through
The Years
The early colonists of
Plymouth resisted setting
aside a common date for
celebrating Thanksgiving: they believed in a
more spontaneous show
of thanks to God which
would be prompted by a
good yield from crops
The stamina of people
kept the celebration alive
because it was not until
1789 that a this of
Thanksgiving was called
for by Pres
Washington Then in 1815
President James
Madison designated a
day of Thanksgiving but
President Thomas Jefferson actively condemned
its celebration during his
two terms.
It was Mrs Sarah
Josepha Hale, editor of
the Boston Ladies'
Magazine which later
was merged with (;odey's
Lady's Book, who promoted the observation of
Thanksgiving for 20 years
with editonab On October 3, 1863, shortly after

abundant The Indians
added five deer to the
Pilgrim menu of duck.
goose seafood, eels.
white bread. corn bread,
leeks and watercress
Wild plums and dnecl
bemes were served for
dessert and the sweet and
strong wine they drank
was made from wild
grapes Although turkeys
were plentiful, there is no
record that they were
eaten on that first day -of
Thanksgiv ing
The Indians and the
Pilgrims competed in
racing and jumping
games and played stool
ball, a kind of croquet
game The Indians showed their bow and arrow
marksmanship and the
white men exhibited their
skill with firearms.
First Thanksgiving
Proclamation
In the years following
the first Thanksgiving,
there were sporadic
celebrations and
feasting, depending on
the harvest. In the winter
of 1672-23, they suffered a
ten month drought and
the crops harvested were
meager. Instead of
feasting, a day of fasting
and prayer for rain was
held in 1622. Rain fell the
next morning.
Shortly after this, Capt.
Myles Standish brought
news of the arrival of the
ship Anne and aboard
were many of the Saints
who chose to return to
England when the
Speedwell proved
unseaworthy. For the

his
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Westvaco Honors Extension Agents
WICKLIFFE, Ky. —
Twenty-one Western Kentucky 4-H and agriculture
extension agents were
honored by Westvaco

Corporation during Na- helping the private lantional Forest Products downer.
During the program at
Week in recognition of the
outstanding job local ex- the Holiday Inn, Kentension agents do with tucky Dam, Dr. Deborah
Hill, UK Extension
Forester; Richard Hane
and Dave Sorenson,
Foresters with the Ky.
Division of Forestry; and
Dan Scheffing, Westvaco
Forester, explained their
services available to help
the private landowner
practice scientific tree
farming.
According to Scheffing,
forestry in the South is

We
<Do Match
Dollars
To Dreams
If you're on agricultural operator with dreams of improving or increasing your production capabilities, we'd like to
talk. We're the Production Credit Association - the
specialists in agricultural credit. Our loon officers know
and understand the business of financing agriculture.
They're interested in your RIons.
Our goal is to help make our borrowers dreams come
true. And when it comes to matching dollars to dreams,
there's no match to PCA.

roduction

4S
1

N.fedi' ssociation

We're agriculture's
leading lending hand
Let's Talk

Jackson Purchase
PCA
Hwy.641 N.

753-5602

being practiced on a With -this in mind, it
shrinking land base with becomes very important
forest land being cleared for the private lanfor agriculture and urban downer, in Kentucky, to
development. It is manage his woodlot
estimated by the year scientifically, he said.
2030, the thirteen
Scheffing also pointed
southern states will be out that the private lancalled on to produce 55 downer has historically
percent of the wood con- looked to the local extensumed in the United sion agent for advice on
States. Seventy-three managing his farm. The
percent of the South's agents learned first hand
commercial forest are that industry and governowned by the private lan- ment foresters are
downer. Industry owns available to help assist
only 18 percent and the private landowner in
government 9 percent. forest management.

COMPARES CROPS — Dr. James Herbek, extension grain crops
specialist, compares the use of various cover crops and seeding
methods in no-tillage corn production. He conducted a tour of research
plots at the UK farm in Princeton as part of a soil erosion control field
day for SCS and Extension agents.

Wheat Variety May Reduce Harvest Losses
TIPTON, IND. —
Choosing a wheat variety
which combines good
overall plant qualities
with high yield potential
is one key to reducing
harvest losses caused by
adverse weather.
This won't rank among
the best wheat growing
years for southeastern
Missouri — but there
were some bright spots.
The weather this sirmg was dry," said Bob
Bartels, Bartels Farms,
Inc., St. Mary's,
Missouri, "but it ended

PRICE
ROLLBACK

up very wet. We finished
harvesting most of our
wheat on July 3, but some
patches of Pioneer variety S76 weren't harvested
until August 13 because
they were standing in
water.
"Standing water can
cause quality as well as
harvesting problems,"
noted Bartels. "But after
standing 42 days past
maturity the wheat still
had a 54-pound test
weight at 13 percent
moisture and was in good
condition."
Fortunately, lodging
was not a problem during
combining, though it
could have been.
Management
Important
Wheat growers can

take steps this fall to
reduce lodging potential
in 1982,says a researcher
for Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.
Dr. Mark Iwig,
manager of the Pioneer
Department of Cereal
Seed Breeding research
station near Tipton, Indiana, said the first step
is to make sure the wheat
variety selected has proven straw strength.
Balanced soil fertility
is another key,Iwig said.
Too-low or too-high fertilization levels both have
drawbacks.
"The easy way to
reduce lodging is to
reduce fertility. But that
doesn't produce high
yields," he said.
A wheat variety which

matches excellent yield
potential with a strong
straw can handle higher
nitrogen levels because of
its built-in standability,
he notes.
While the exact fertility
program should depend
on specific soil conditions, Iwig recommended
starting with a total of 100
pounds of actual nitrogen
per acre. Apply 30 to 40
pounds of N in the fall and
topdress the test in the
spring, he advises,
preferably in February. •
Rates higher than that
can increase plant height
in the spring, -adding to
the chance of lodging and
promoting development
of diseases which thrive

in the humid atmosphere
below the wheat field
canopy.
Disease incidence also
is a factor in determining
planting date,Iwig notes.
"Don't plant before the
Hessian fly-free date," he
advised. "In
southeastern Missouri
and surrounding areas,
the fly-free date is approximately Oct. 10."
Planting earlier opens
the door to insect-borne
viral diseases, noted
Iwig. "The best time is
within two weeks after
the fly-free date. After
that date, wheat may not
fully benefit from tillering before winter."
"It wasn't a great year

for wheat production,"
said Bartels, "but I think
our management pr
gram helped us through
it."
Bartels soil tested his
wheat ground and fertilized accordingly. Most
acres were spring topdressed with 50 to 60
pounds of N., However, a
20-acre strip of S76 topdressed with 90 Pounds of
N did show good standability and some yield
response,said Bartels.
Variety selection, timely planting and a balanced fertility program all
are keys to successful
wheat management, Twig
said.
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Outpost Office
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At The

Murray
PCA Office Building

Plus Waiver or 13.9%
APR Financing

Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
II vou would like to discuss long-term financing talk
to us!

CORN,PUMPKINS — James Geurin (bottom photo), Rt.6,stands by
some of his corn measruing over 16 feet. His grandsons (top photo),
Jason Phillips and Johnny Geurin helped gather some pumpkins their
grand father grew.
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Forget any reasons you may have for not buying new
equipment right now. Massey-Ferguson has rolled back
prices to us in November by 20%. And that means some
of the biggest savings we've ever been able to offer, on
every new Massey on our lot.

50 Lb.(21% Protein)
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It you buy now and qualify for financing through
Massey-Ferguson Credit Corporation, we'll make your
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for two years. It's your choice. See us now for all
the details.
Waiver dates:*
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Distemper Shot $1.95
Rabies Shots $2.50
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savings are good only during
November 1981.
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CANS
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89c

79c
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STE
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Frito Corn Chips
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BOX
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9

69C
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39
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c

Sweet Potatoes
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.
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Avocados
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3

MAXWELL
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Acorn Squash
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CRISCO
SHORTENING

MARTHA
WHITE

MAXWELL
HOUSE
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FLOUR •

45c
24 02
LOAF

.•

Plain or Salt Rising
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79c
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7-UP,
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DIET DR.PEPPER

Kroger
Garden

RED RADISHES OR

BAKING
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.$229

3 01 14

LII

TURKEY DINNER

INCLUDES ONE 9. 11 LIS. OVEN•ROASTED
TURKEY 4 LIS CORNIREAD DRESSING, 1 OT
Glint GRAVY. 111 CRANBERRY ItILISEI DIRT

the
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KRICK KAMP 1 LI PIG
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SIMI-BONELESS
001.99
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SAVE SI 30 ON AN
INCH 2-1.A1111
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BUTTERBALL

U.S.D.A. Caw, Biv•I

SHOULDER
ROAST

TURKEY
HAM
$169

r kiS
Bwalia
HAMS

ii Las & Ye

Cbdcs

21101

GREEN GIANT

FAMOUS FLO TIM

2
49

100 Cl
BOX

Lipton Tea Bags

Niblets Corn

$ 100

CANS

1011NOMISTM SPAGNIETTI

Ragu Sauce

LW.
2 01
1
11/
JAI 85C

Clorox Bleach

, GA1
ITt

NNM
ENRICNED

Ronco Spaghetti

3

moment JUKE coauss
41 07
Ill

Ocean Spray

5109
5169

BAKER S ANGIE KARI

14 Ot
RAG

Coconut
ASSORTED

Planter's Snacks

2 00
/
41
CAN

1

39

79c

Mazola Corn Oil
SEALS MINT

Saran Wrap

ect
sin
sou

99c

Vanilla Wafers

I I 01
001

Cut Yams

711 01
CAN

69c
89c
79c

9

$100

WICKES

Quartered BOW
Kreger

COUNTRY
CLUB

ROWN N SERVE

ROLLS

99c

FRESH
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CAULIFLOWER

LARGE
MEAD

CONNER!' sumo
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not $
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POINSETTAS
-1n Jammu
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9
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2
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SUOWNNUIYI
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11 01
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-2
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Margarine
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•
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Buttermilk
'10011
Whipping Cream2.'"ds

t10001
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110411 REAL

e I.09
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11001*
Sour Cream

1

10 01
411G

A LII

Pumpkin Pi!!
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1111/4/1
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MSU Victory Maintains Hopes
For Post-Season Playoff Bid
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Like waiting for a
reprieve from the governor, the Murray State
football team is sitting on
pins and needles waiting
for a call which will mean
they've made the postseason playoffs with an 83 record.
By slaughtering
Western Kentucky at
Bowling Green Saturday,
38-6, the Racers did their
utmost to insure a bid to
the eight-team playoff
field in Division 1-AA.
"We're just now getting
into the groove," said
MSU coach Frank
Beamer on the subject of
an extended season.
We've had some tough
games this season but
right now it seems like
everything is coming
together. Right now our
playoffs hopes depend on

how high we climb in the
poll and how bad some
other teams got beat."

bids are Delaware and
MSU.

plays he tried, three
times he was rejected.
MSU defensive back
Saturday's Racer Ronald Hopkins, who had
Eight bids will be exrunaway brought back six tackles, broke up
tended for the postpleasant memories of last three passes and inseason playoffs in 1-AA
year's romp to the MSU tercepted one pass and
for the first time this
fans
and players and returned it It yards to set
season. Five
nightmares to the WKU up a Racer touchdown,
automatically go to the
crowd.
pointed to the goal line
five conference chamstand
as the turning point
pions, one goes to an inThe MSU offense
dependent and two will be struck with authority on of the game. "Until
then," Hopkins said,
at-large selections.
two Gino Gibbs passes to
"they
had a lot of fight.
John Walsh both scoring
Bids are expected to be
After
that, it was all
from over 56-yards out,
extended today although
over."
some speculate the selec- but the credit for the win
Offensive center Brad
tion committee may wait went mostly to the Johnson, named to the All
until after Thursday to defense._
Ohio Valley Conference
extend all of the invitaWith less than two team today, said the goal
tions. Boise State, a con- minutes remaining line stand did the
tender for one of the at- before halftime, the damage, but the Racers
THE STAND — Western Kentucky's Elmer Caldwell goes airborne for the Racer goalline, but linebacker
large bids, plays Connec- Hilltoppers marched to a all played together.
Donald White(24)steps in to fill the gap.The Hilltoppers ran four plays inside the Murray State five yard line,
ticut on Thursday and is first and goal on the MSU
"Late in the third
but were rejected each time. The stand was the turning point ofSaturday's 38-6 MSU victory.
in the running due to its' five. Danny Embree quarter we knew we had
—Staff photo by Jim Rector
defending national cham- ploughed forward to the it because they started to
pion status.
MSU three and teammate fight and they weren't
Two other teams in the Elmer Caldwell took concentrating any
running for the at-large over. Three straight more," Johnson said.
Another All OVC
player, Gino Gibbs, voted
the Offensive Player of
By The Associated Press Pasadena. The Huskies wildest dreams," Iowa touchdown against
the Year, had an insnapped a tie in the third Coach Hayden Fry said Washington State and
teresting- conversation
In two college football period and turned back after the Hawkeyes trim- Chuck Nelson added
a
with a Western Kentucky Cinderella
sagas, the Washington State 23-10. med Michigan State pair of field goals.
reporter when the sports clock struck
midnight for The losers settled for the behind Phil Blatcher's
writer complimented the Washington
State before Holiday Bowl — their 247 rushing yards and two
Meanwhile, No.1Racers on winning.
the Cougars could smell first postseason bowl trip touchdowns.
ranked Pitt blanked Tem-Last year he couldn't the roses for the first time in 51 years — against
ple 35-0 and accepted a
believe we won 49.-0-," in a half-century, while No.18 Brigham Young,
bid to the Sugar Bowl
Iowa
learned
of
said Gibbs,who added, the glass slipper proved a which won the Western
against idle third-ranked
Michigan'
s
loss
late
in
the
"and this year he came perfect fit for Iowa.
Athletic Conference first half. The Georgia, while runner-up
up to me and said, 'You
The bowl pieces fell in- crown with a 56-28 rout of announcement drew a Clemson got an invitation
guys did it again without to place over the Utah as Jim McMahon
to meet Nebraska in the
(Terry ) Love. I still can't weekend, with most of the threw for 565 yards and roar from the crowd in Orange Bowl
after a 29-13
Iowa
City.
believe it."
matchups as predicted by four touchdowns and
victory over South
Washingto
n
earned
its
MSU dominated the The Associated Press became major college
Carolina that completed
game with 450 total yards early last week. But football's all-time third Rose Bowl trip in the Tigers'
first perfect
five
years
as
Ron
to only 281 by the 'Top- seventh-ranked Michigan passing king.
regular season in 33
Jackson
ran
23
yards
for
pers. However, the and No.14 Washington
"This is beyond our a breaking third-period years.
Racers lost three of five State had to change their
fumbles, one by Gibbs itineraries from
which set up the only Pasadena to Houston and
WKU touchdown in the San Diego, respectively.
second period.
Ohio State upset
LEXINGTON, Ky. history."
sophomore Jim Master
Senior tailback Nick Michigan 14-9 and the
(AP)
— Drazen Dalipagic
Hall says 6-11 and 6-3 junior Dirk
Nance put the Racers on Wolverines had to settle
the board first with a five- for a trip to the Bluebon- is not a household name sophomore Melvin Tur- Minniefield at guard.
Senior forward Chuck
yard run in the first net Bowl to meet No.15 around these parts, but pin will start at center
period and he capped off UCLA. The Bruins were Kentucky basketball when Kentucky opens its Verderber has missed all
GOOD TIMES — Murray State's offensive line enjoys a break on the sidelines
the afternoon's scoring less than three minutes Coach Joe B. Hall knows 1981-82 season with the but spotty action in three
while the Racer defense manhandles the Hillto ppers. Voted to the All Ohio
with a one-yard plunge in away from the Rose Bowl who he is and he's trying 7:30 p.m. exhibition. The pre-season scrimmages
to convince his Wildcats
at Kentucky high school
Valley Conference team for 1981 were center Brad Johnson (68) and junior
the fourth period.
themselves, but a late they should
take the forwards are expected to gyms due to back
tackle Phil Poirier(next to Johnson).
Nance,
who
wears
No.
5-yard
touchdown run by
—Staff photo by Jim Rector
be Derrick Hord and problem and was ex38 on his back, said he 10th-rated Southern Yugoslavian seriously.
The 6-foot-8 Dalipagic Charles Hurt,a pair of 6-6 pected to be played sparwas pleased to get his California's Marcus Allen
should pofe the biggest juniors, with 6-4 ingly if at all.
number on the did them in 22-21.
problem for Kentucky's
scoreboard. "This game,
Ohio State's triumph defense tonight
at Rupp
this group of guys have gave the Buckeyes a
Arena.
given
me
something
to share of the Big Ten
Southern Illinois took a figure scorers with Susan with eight for MSU.
He scored 25 points
talk about the rest of my championship, but No.19
two-point lead with 18:13 Wright leading the way
the Lady Racers out- life," the
when
the Yugoslavian
grinning runn- Iowa, after two decades
showing in the first half with 15.
rebounded SIU, 44-34, but ing back
National team lost 73-65
said
following
and kept the advantage
without a winning season, to Indiana
Murray State hads the 32 turnovers plagued the
Saturday in
Jim West and Stewart bucket to end the game.
the game.
over Murray State's Lady game's high scorer - hosts.
earned the right to repre- Bloomington.
Alexander
pumped in
"It's
McMillen had five total
too
bad
we
don't sent the conference on
Racer basketball team Sharon Cooper- who turnHall said the scores of eight points each and points, Al
MSU's next game will have much of
a chance to New Year's Day by
Wells added
Saturday to eventually ed in 16 total.
the Yugoslavian team teammate Ronnie Pace four
be at the Bulldog Invita- make the playoffs
and
David Mcproduce a 68-62 victory at
trouncing
Michigan
State
Bridgette Wyche and tional at Starkville, Miss.
against American college added seven as the Mur- Cuiston
was credited with
Racer Arena.
Mina Todd had 13 and 10 The Lady Racers play because we're at our 36-7.
teams
on its current team ray High Tigers clipped two for MHS.
Amd UCLA's setback may be deceiving.
The game was a season points respectively while tournament host peak right now. If we get
host Paducah Tilghman,
into
the
playoffs
nobody's
made No.17 Washington
opener for both teams.
Jeanette Rowan was the Mississippi State in the
Tuesday night MHS'
"This is no club team; 34-33, in a pre-season exgonna stop us," he pro- the Pacific -1 0's
S1U had four double- game-high rebounder first round, December 4.
girls basketball team
it's the team that won the hibition.
mised.
representative in 1980 Olympics
and'has
Eight teams competed conducts an intrasquad
beaten Russia in 12 of in the 15-minute mini- scrimmage at 5:30 p.m.
at MHS followed by a
their last 14 meetings. games Saturday night.
They beat Russia in
David McMillen flipped boys scrimmage at 6:30
Moscow to capture the in a free throw to put p.m. and a facultyAll City of Murray Sanitation
Olympic title. That might VHS ahead by three boosters matchup at 7:30
Dept. Customers, Trash Conbe the greatest 'road vic- before Paducah p.m. The scrimmages are
tory' in basketball Tilghman scored a final free to the public.
tainers & Garbage Cans Contain-

Bowl Schedule Released

Wildcats Host Yugoslavians

Salukis Stun Lady Racers

Tigers Triumph
In Jamboree

*NOTICE*

Church is an
old-fashioned
idea.

. Are

You bet it is. Two thousand years old-fashioned. It hasn't gone
out of style like peg pants and bobby sox. Christianity is not
just another fad.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we have a way
of looking at faith and the church that is a little different from
a lot of the other denominations. We believe in freedom of interpretation of the Scriptures. We don't tell you what to think,
we ask you what you think.
We sure don't think that the church is old hat. We think that
Christians should band together and share their faith and joy
of living through the church community.
Bring your new,or old,ideas to church Sunday. We welcome
both of you:

The First Christian Church
North f...! the iquare

Street ...
Di...David C. Roos, Minister

ing Ashes will not be emptied. All
ashes must be in a plastic bag at
curb side. This policy is necessary
in order to prevent the possibility
of fire in our collection trucks.
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EKU Dominates
List Of OVC
- Honor Winners

Kidd, Floyd,
Gibbs Voted
.11e-s-firrOVC

NASHVILLE. Tenn
(AP) — Ohio Valley Conference champion
Eastern Kentucky
dominates the 1981 AllOVC team with eight
players, the Wag** office
aanOunced.
Middle Tennessee,
Marray State and
Western Kentucky each
placed four players on the
squad, while Youngstown
State had two, and
Morehead State, Akron
and Tennessee Tads bad
one each.
All-America defensive
back George Floyd of
Eastern Kentucky and
Middle Tennessee defensive end Dennis Mix were
unanimous choices for
the team, which was announced Sunday.

Year, league officials
said. Floyd,a senior from
Brooksville, Fla., took
the honor for the second
straight year.
The voting was done by
OVC coaches.
Floyd had nine interceptions on the year,
58 tackles and 33 assists,
including five tackles-forloss. He received 41
points, to 25 for Dennis
Mix of Middle Tennessee.
Murray State quarterback Gino Gibbs was
selected OVC Offensive
Player of the Year after
he compiled 1,873 total
yards for an average of
170.3 per game. He led the
Racers to an 8-3 record.
Gibbs, a senior from
Savannah, Ga., edged
Eastern Kentucky
quarterback Chris Isaac
with 29 points to 20 for
Issac.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
— The man who
I
guided Eastern Kentucky
to the
Ohio Valley Conference
football title has been
selected conference
Coach of the Year, OVC
officials announced
today.
Roy Kidd won his
fourth OVC coaching
award after his squad
compiled a 10-1 record, 80 in the conference. The
Colonels wound Up their
season by defeating
Morehead State 21-17
Saturday.
Eastern will represent
the OVC in the Division IAA playoffs beginning
Dec. 5.
One of Kidd's players,
defensive back George
Floyd, was named OVC
Defensive Player of the

Eastern Kentucky
wound up its season
Saturday with a 10-1
record, 8-0 in the
conference.
Tine players were
selected by OVC coaches
and the squad normally
consists of 24 players.
However, coaches could
not decide on two clear
winners at linebacker,
choosing three instead.
The 1981 All-OVC team:

BEST OFFENSIVE PLAYER — Racer
quarterback Gino Gibbs(4) not only made the
All Ohio Valley Conference squad for 1961, he
was also voted the Offensive Player of the
Year by the OVC coaches. Eastern Kentucky's George Floyd won the Defensive
Player Award and his coach Roy Kidd earned
the Coach of the Year honor.
—Photo by Jim Rector

OFFENSE
Terence

Thompson.

Kentucky, Parts
Wicks. Youngstown
State. GUN) GaAs. Murray State; Brad 61111ke.
Temossnee Tech: David
Dihdr.op. Eastern Kentucky; Phil Poiner. Murray State, Kevin Greve.
Eastern Kentucky; Chris
Taylor. Eastern Kentucky; Brad Johnson,
Murray State; John
Newby, Western Kentucky; Jerry Parriah,
Eastern Kentucky, and
Kelly Potter, Middle
Tennessee
DEFENSE
Donnie Evans, Western
Kentucky; Randy Taylor,
Eastern Kentucky;
Emanuel Toles, Middle
Tennessee; Dennis Mix.
Middle Tennessee. Tom
Cullen. Youngstown
State; Alex Donungum
Eastern Kentucky; Paul
Gray, Western Kentucky; Brad Reese,
Akron; George Floyd.
Eastern Kentucky,
James G riffin. Middle
Tennessee; Barry
Bumm,_.Western
—ILNans,
Kentucky; Cres
Murray State, and John
Christopher, Morehead
State.
Eastern

Kentucky Beats Tentless**

I

'Cats Storm Back To Tip Vols
CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP4 — Kentucky Coach
Fran Curd spoke of emotion and "good breaks"
after his fired-up
Wildcats - spotted archrival Tennesseg.3.0..
points, then stormed to a
21-10 victory.
"The only time we
played poorly was the
.(Virginia Tech) game
and there was no emotion," said Curci, referring to a 29-3 homecoming
loss. "If you don't play
with any emotion, you
don't play very well. I
think that's a very important part of football and
we played with just great
intensity."
Saturday's victory in
frigid Commonwealth

Stadium may have been
the most emotional of
Curd's nine-year tenure.
It may also have been his
last.
Directors of the university's Athletics Association are scheduled to
decide the coach's fate
Tuesday. Curd has three
years remaining on his
contract, but has stated
publicly he does not expect to be back next
season.
When Kentucky finished 3-8 last year, Curci
failed for the first time to
receive a one-year contract extension. Saturday's victory gave the
Wildcats another 3-8
finish, 2-4 in the
SoutheaStern Conference.
Historically, Kentucky
has fared poorly against

"That's part of the
Tennessee and the Vols
shredded the Wildcats 45- game," Curci said, referring to Tennessee's
14 last season.
But this time,"we got a turnovers. "They had a
lot of good breaks," Curci lot of things happen
said. "It seemed like it against them. We've been
was just supposed to on that side and, without
question, as long as foothappen."
The Vols hurt ball has been played, the
themselves with six tur- team that Makes the
novers,including five lost fewest mistakes always
fumbles — three by wide
receiver Anthony' "Tennessee last year
completely dominated us
Hancock.
"We were self- with basically the same
destructive," said Vols team, so some days you
Coach Johnny Majors. go out there and things
"The weather might have work for you and some
been a factor, but I don't days they don't.... I'd say
think it was the main it was our best game of
factor. I was disap- the year."
Tennessee started
pointed in the number of
turnovers. We have to quickly, getting a 23-yard
keep our mistakes at a field goal by Fuad Reveiz
minimum in order to and a touchdown on a 65yard pass play from
win."
Steve Alntnrre to
Hancock.
But Kentucky
answered with Lawrence
"Choo Choo" Lee's oneyard scoring plunge and
SOurewur
ArkansasSt 31, Tulsa 7
short-range touchdown
Houten IS,Texas Tech 7
Nebraska 37, Oklahoma 14
passes from Randy
Southern Meth. 32, Arkansas 18
Jenkins to Pete Venable
Tams 34, Baylor 12
Tens AMY 37. Texas Christian 7
and Rick Massie.
Texas-Arlundon 31, Lamar 7
The turning point, Curci said, was Jenkins' 58FAR WEST
yard pass to Rick Massie
Brigham Young 56, Utah 21
Colorado 24, Kansas St. 21
at the Tennessee oneOregon 4. Oregon St 17
Southern Cal 22. UCLA 21
yard line, which set up
Stanford 42, California 21
Lee's score.
Washington ta, Washingtnn St. 10

Sports At A Glance
Pro Football
American Conference
Eastern Dsion
W L T PF PA Pd.
1 275 238 625
7 4
Miami7 4 1 255244 135
N.Y. Jets
237 209 583
0
5
7
Buffalo
2 10 0 257 277 167
New Englnd
0 209 412 in
1 11
Baltimore
Central Division
9 3 0 330 724 750
Curl:nab
7 5 0 Z75 229 583
Pittsburgh
5 7 0 208 761 417
Cleveland
5 7 0 210 263 417
Houston
Western Division
8 4 0 241 194 in
Denver
8 4 0 303 224 .187
Kansas City
7 5 0 370 312 in
San Diego
5 7 0 195 Z19 417
Oakland
4 8 0 209 289 333
Seattle
National Conference
Eastern Division
9 3 O289
Dallas
Philadelphia 9 1 0 297
6 13 0 242
N Y. Giants
5 7 0242
St. Louis
5 7 0250
Washington
Cadral Division
7 4 0250
Mirovesota
29)
6 6
Detroit
6 6 0217
Tanis Ba y
5 7 022C
Green Bay
3 9 0176
Chicago
Western Division
San Francs( 9 3 0274
5 9 0 737
Atlanta
5 7 0 168
Los Angeles
4 8 0 166
Orkin
New

750
750
500
417
417

172
213
327
294
236
254
190
2.6
275

631

214
223
271
261

750
455
417
333

Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 38, Denver 21
Detroit 23. Chicago 7
Tampa Bay V, Green Bay 3
Buffalo S, New England 17
New Orleans 27, Houton 24
New York Giants V, Philadelphia 10
Pittsburgh 32. Cleveland 10
Kansas City 40. Seattle 13
St Louis 35, Baltimore 34
New York Jets 16, Miami 15
San Diego 55. Oakland 21
San Francisco 13, Los Angeles 31
Dallas 24. Washington 10
Monday's Games
Minnesota at Atlanta. 9 p.m. EST

Basketball

500
417
250

Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 135, Ho...on 106
Atlanta 107, Indiana 100
New York II& Milwaukee 112
Detroit 15, Utah 16
Chicago 117, Washington 1116
Phoenix 110, Dallas SI
Denver IS. Kansas CM 121
Los Angeles 119, San Diego 117
Golden State IS, San Athnuo 122
&mMu's Game
Seattle 109, New Jersey 62
Mendare Gimes
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York at Indiana
Golden State at Washington
Cleveland M Atlanta
Detroit at Milwaukee
Las Angeles at Dallas
New Jersey at Houstan
Chicago it San Diego

Running
Four Murrayans competed in Saturday's
Bethel College
Homecoming 5K Run in
McKenzie, Tenn.
Dan Thompson placed
first in the 20-29 age
bracket and second
overall with his 18:49 effort.
Adam Laming finished
first in the 50-60 age
group and 13th overall
with his 21:14 time.
Two Murray youths,
Bayberry Laming and
Beth Culek ran in the 13and-under category with
Laming taking second
and Culek finishing a
close third.

W.Texas St. 45, New Mexico St.9
Arisorm St 52, Colorado St. 7
Fresno St_ 23, Arizona 17
Nev -Les Vegas 24, Al Force 21
San Diego St. MI,Tesas4E1 Paso 14
San Jose S.24, Lang Beach St. V
Southern Cal 22, UCLA!)
Wyoming 13, New Mexico 12
Pacific 23. Hawaii 17

Majors said the Vols'
main weakness was
"failure to capitalize on
the opportunities deep in
their territory."
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DOUBLING UP — Two Racers combine to put %item Kentucky's Elmer Caldwell on the ground during
MSU'a 38-8 win.
—Photo by Jim Rector

Racers
Finish 21st
Murray State's
women's cross country
squad met its match
Saturday when the Lady
Racers finished 21st in a
field of 22 teams in the
AIAW national competition in Pocatello,Idaho.
Iowa State won the
championship with 110
points, Purdue placed second with 110, Wisconsin
finished third with 114
and MSU accumulated
635.
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Enjoy a

Yor new home

-4 Nights-Bitten Hawaiian Village

visit in your

ekortie agoit
.......

Maui

new home.

6 Nights Maui Surf Hotel

Sight Seeing

Sweet Home" m
visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about PoOd P
• shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem
e gifts from civic -minded businesses. That's wh
my visit is all aboUt — and it's free.
can be "Home

•uckly after a WELCOME WAGON

A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i
P0 a vadat tcsal. We've been greeting people

er 50 years. Just can

,

Tuesday, Nov. 24,5:30 p.m. — M.H.S. Gym
Admission Free

Concessions Available: Sandwiches, Drinks, Dimwit
Come Join in the fun - get a prcview of the
Murray High Bosketball Teams!
Sponsored by Murray Tiger Athletic Booster Club
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Bargains Galore on
Hondas and More...
Details in Tuesdays
Murray Ledger St Times

MURRAY TIGER BASKETBALL TIP-OFF

5:30 — Girls Scrimmage
6:30 — Boys Scrimm6ge
7:30 — Booster Club vs Faculty

4VA
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Bargain Lovers
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College Football
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telpher, King (Asst.)412-11348
Nary Ileniatea(Asst) 753-5570

Pearl Harbor-Island Tours
Polynesian Cultural Center
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Group Prepared To Save Way Of Life

Christians Await Doomsday
Z A-I
—A-P-1i A TIF
HOREB, Ark. (AP) —
Bivouacked in an Ozark
encampment that bears a
name borrowed from the
Bible, a band of
scripture-quoting,
gun-toting. Christian
soldier-survivalists has
set its sights on
doomsday.
In. the mountain
hollows, cedar barrens
and underbrush, they're
drilling for the anarchic
hour when society collapses and the woods are
alive with looters looking
for food.
They are a company of
90 men, women and
children in a score of
trailers and homes built
by hand on 220 acres near
Bull Shoals Lake in
northern ArkanSas. And
with faith in God and
guns, they're prepared to
save their way of life
from the chaos they think
will accompany the
unavoidable disintegration of the economy.
On the shoulder of a
southern Missouri country road, the battered
mailbox identifies them
as "The Covenant, the
Sword, the Arm of the
Lord." An arrow points
south down two winding
miles of rocks and ruts
past the trees, a dry
riverbed and the Arkansas border.
Jim Ellison, 41, who
traded his clerical collar
and Texas congregation
for army fatigues and an
obstacle course, waits at
the other end to welcome
visitors and survival
school recruits to the
settlement he founded in
1976.
"God, in the beginning,
told us to come here and
establish a place of
refuge," said Ellison dur-

stump-studded course.
The only power most
Zaraphath-Horebeans
have comes from thr
pistols they pack and
their faith in God. Most
homes have no electricity
— or plumbing. Heat
comes from wood burning stoves and light
from kerosene lanterns.
Outhouses ring the
clusters of wooden
dwellings.
Youngsters, many
delivered by their
fathers, romp in the dry
leaves on the forest floor.
Older siblings take
lessons in two rooms
furnished with oldfashioned wooden desks.
Nearby stands a facade
simulation of a ravaged
urban block used to teach
street fighting.
A three-story wooden
tower, built for rappelling, guards a row of
gutted buildings and
wrecked cars. At the entrance, a sign says
"Silhouette City, Pop.
Perverse Enemies of
God." A bullet-riddled
target poster of the
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini is tacked to a
shack.
Hammering and sawing, as well as gunshots,
disturb the secluded
quiet; men in combat
boots and olive drab are
building homes for the
newcomers who, according to Kerry Noble,
29, another former
preacher and one of
seven settlement elders,
arrive each month. They
flee strife-strangled lives,
he says, to live in peace,
grow vegetables, tend
livestock and read
scripture.
"God set us up as an
ark — so when something

happeis we can come
here," said Noble, who
brought his wife and
children from Dallas to a
two-story A-frame home
in the valley five years
ago.
He, like the others,
stockpiles guns and
bullets with his beans and
peanut butter. Noble
won't say how many
weapons or how much
ammunition are on hand.
That would give attackers an edge. But, he
said, on 10-minutes'
notice they could hold off
an army.
Ellison said God told
him pick a place miles
from any city.
Zaraphath-Horeb stands
between Little Rock, Springfield, Mo., Memphis,
Tenn. and St. Louis. It is
named for Zaraphath, a
purging place where the
Bible's Elijah was fed
during a famine and for
Horeb, an ancient name
for Mount Sinai.
Many ZaraphathHorebeans are refugees
from the 1960s, Noble
said. They had never
been to church, but now
follow the Bible's
teachings.
"We are Christians
first, survivalists second," said Jerry
Younkins, who arrived
last summer from
Jackson, Mich. "We are
peaceful people, and we
live with guns."
When the collapse
comes, YOUTIkillS said,
"we will share what we
have to the best of our
ability." What about
when people come to
take? "We'll kill them.
It's real simple. It's us or
them in that situation."
To prepare, the leaders
meet twice weekly for
military training.

Local1I enforcement
officials say they have
not had any trouble with
the group.
"They just want to get
along in life and do their
own thing," said Roger
Edmonson, Marion County sheriff. "They've just
been A-number one to get
along with."
Across the state line in
Missouri, Ozark County
Sheriff Herman Pierce
said people in the
southern part of the county, where members of the
group shop, don't like the
guns the settlers have
with them all the time.
"They're not violating
any law or we already
would have been down on
them," he said. "We've
never had any problem
with them, and they're
hard workers. They cut
timber for the sawmills in
the county."
The group also earns a
living at odd jobs, by
demonstrating survival
techniques at seminars
around the country and
through donations from

Weekend traffic accidents resulted in seven
deaths, according to state
police and four of the victims were teenagers who
died in single-car
mishaps.
-A Barbourville woman
whose car was struck
head-on by an auto
operated by a 14-year-old
driver was also among
the dead.
The deaths raised the
Kentucky highway death
toll to 736 for the year,
compared to 726 through
Nov. 22 last year.
Daniel W. Greene and

Alterations

All City of Murray Sanitation
Dept. Customers, Trash Containers 8, Garbage Cans Containing Ashes will not be emptied. All
ashes must be in a plastic bog at
curb side. This policy is necessary
in order to prevent the possibility
of fire in our collection tracks.

•

INDIVIDUAL1ZD CENTERS — Remedial reading'Indents at East are provided with a wide variety of individualiged centers. Eric Ramsey,Barry Dtuinn
and Scotty Jones utilize the audio-visualceder.

Postmen Fight Back
WASHINGTON(AP) —
It was no contest when
two dogs pounced on San
Jose, Calif., mailman
Durant Simon 2/
1
2 years
ago. But now the San Jose
postmaster is trying to
even the odds by equipping his letter carriers
with "dogbrellas."
The postmaster,

Of All Types
Custom Sewing By Appointment

Drapes
Custom Made - Altered - Repaired
Steam Pressing — Come By
Early Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 7-5
Sue Miller
Dedri Tindell Virgini° Rogers
Tisha Gardner
Doris Watson
101 N. 1 2th St.
759-1177
Murray

KIMBALL REDUCES
FINANCE CHARGES

James A. Hoeppner, both
16-year-old Louisville
DeSales High School
students, were killed
about 10 p.m. Friday
when their car hit a utility pole in the 6600 block of
South Third St. in
Louisville, police
reported.
There were three other
DeSales students in the
car, which was en route
to the school for a
celebration of DeSales'
victory over Louisville
Doss in the Jefferson
County 4-A championship
football game. Daniel
Greene's twin brother
Donald was reported in
satisfactory condition at
University Hospital.
The two other occupants, including the
driver, escaped with
minor injuries.
Sue Harbin, 36, of Barbourville was killed at
11:10 a.m. Sunday when
her car and another,
driven by a 14-year-old
boy, collided head-on
some five miles south of
Barbourville on Kentucky 11, state police
said.
•••

•

Officers said the car
driven by the juvenile
was traveling at a high
rate of speed as it rounded a curve on the wrong
side of the road. The boy
was reported in critical
condition at the University of Kentucky Medical
Center Hospital with
multiple injuries.
A passenger in the
juvenile's car, Roger
Rhodes, 15, of Cannon,
was admitted to a Barbourville hospital.
A one-car accident at
10:30 p.m. Friday in Ohio
County, 1.5 miles east of
Beaver Dam on U.S. 62,
resulted in the deaths of
two teenagers, according
to state police.
Christopher H. Gray,
17, of rural Beaver Dam,
died outright, officers
said, while Delmond J.
Tinsley, 16, of rural Hartford lived until 1:10 a.m.

UNITED NATIONS
(AP) — A United Nations
report claims the human
rights situation in Chile
has not improved this
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Motorcycle Lovers
Bargains you can't afford
;P
to miss...details in
Tuesday's Murray
Ledger & Times
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Right now, Kimball one of the world's largest manufacturers of
keyboard instruments, is making it easier for you to own the brand
new Kimball piano or organ you've always wanted.
Thanks to Kimball, qualified retail customers will pay only
13.8%' finance charges for new Kimball pianos or organs, which
means that superior quality Kimball pianos with a 75 year
guarantee on the soundboard and easy-play Kimball organs with
fantastic features are available to you now
So hurry in today and get the deal you've been waiting for ..
courtesy of Kimball
'Based on annual percentage rate. Financing available up to 36
months to qualified retail buyers. Amount financed subject to
maximum limn
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CONRAD'S
PIANOS ORGANS
PADUCAH MALL, 3200 S. BELTUNE,PADUCAH,KY.
Phew.443-6453, Shop 10 A.M.-9 P.M. Doily(Sun. 1-5)

Enjoy
Your
Feast
With
Us...
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Let The Turkey
Rest
This Thanksgiving
For Your Thanksgiving
Dinner Serve Gibson's
Country Ham or
Rib Eye Steaks
Our Horn Comes In Whole-Halves or SliCeS
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says he's "terrified every
time I see that kind of dog
again."
Lawrence said in a recent interview that the
small push-button
umbrellas, which can be
opened rapidly if an unfriendly canine
approaches, are reducing
by 35 percent the number
of dog-related injuries
suffered by letter
carriers.
Some charging dogs
turn around and run the
other way when the
umbrella pops open in
front of them, he said,
and others attack the
umbrella rather than the
mail carrier.
The attack on Simon
was among 8,000 that occur every year, costing
the government 87
million annually in
medical treatment,
disability payments and
replacement carriers.
The Postal Service
equips most of its carriers with Halt, an
aerosol product that
stings the eyes temporarily. The agency also
will stop deliveries to a
house with a dog that it
considers dangerous, or
even to an entire block if
the dog prowls that far.
But the Postal Service
decided to try the
"dogbrellas" because
those measures weren't
cutting the injury toll.
"The umbrellas seem
to be effective in preventing bites," Lawrence
said. "I have several
chewed up umbrellas,
which is better than
chewed-up carriers."
He said carriers in San
Jose now carry both Halt
and dogbrellas and "the
letter carriers union is
100 percent behind the
Program."
The umbrellas also are
being tested in Stockton,
Calif., Louisville, Ky.,
Long Island, N.Y., Salt
Lake City and Seattle. In
addition, the British post
office is trying them in
London.
However, test results
are not conclusive enough
yet to equip all Postal
Service carriers with the
umbrellas, the agency
says. And umbrellas frequently can't be opened
quickly enough.
That might have been
the case with 95-pound
Lourdes Hormilla of
Miami, who suffered permanent neurological
damage when a Doberman pinscher knocked
her to the ground, ending
her career as a letter
carrier.
"I had no warning,"
said Mrs. Hormilla, who
received a Postal Service
award when she returned
to work at a desk job after
111
/
2 months in bed.
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year and that political
prisoners are routinely
tortured.
The 195-page report,
entitled "Protection of
Human Rights in Chile,"
was released here
Wednesday.
It said that despite a
new constitution recently
approved by President
Augusto Pinochet's
military government,
"The new institutional
situation has not helped
to reduce violations of
human rights, or to
change the repressive
measures directed at
ever broader sectors of
inion.
•

financing on all new
Kimball pianos and organs.
Good thru Nov. 25, 1981 Only!

Saturday. Their estistruck a guardrail- and
bridge abutment after
leaving the road, state
police reported. .
Dorothy Schwoeppe,57,
of Cincinnati, died an
hour and 42 minutes after
a 6 p.m. auto collision on
U.S. 27 within the limits
of Highland Heights in
Campbell County Friday,
state police said.
Roy Henderson, 35, of
Tuskegee, Ala. was
struck and killed at 9:30
p.m. Friday on Interstate
75 in Laurel County,state
police reported.
Henderson's car was
among several that skidded off the roadway due
to ice,officers said. When
Henderson stepped from
his disabled car, he was
struck by a tractor trailer
truck. The accident occurred nine miles south of
London,officers said.

Situation U nimproved

VI

s ---- - .-• moi—

William J. Lawrence,
was skeptical about the
umbrellas at first. "But
I've lived with this problem for 20 years and
anything was worth a
try," he said.
Simon suffered 12 puncture wounds and nearly
lost an eye when the pit
bulls jumped him. He

State Reports Seven Fatalities

"THE TAILOR SHOP"

*NOTICE*

s u rvtirrt---reir
enlistments.
They're training
themselves and others to
fight. The Endtime
Overcomer Survival
Training School offers
classes in urban warfare,
rifle and pistol shooting,
weapons proficiency,
military fieldcraft,
natural forest survival,
home defense, Christian
martial arts and
Christian military truths.
They say more than 100
recruits have been
through the classes since
the school opened in
April.
As word of the settlement spreads,the population grows, Noble said,
and perhaps 5,000 people
could be accommodated.
Many conversations at
the settlement are about
the tribulations to come
— when cities fall and
war is at hand.
"We don't know when
it's going to happen," Noble says. "Noah didn't
know when the flood was
going to happen. He just
knew it was."
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Probe
To Begin
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Formal investigations
will begin next week to
determine why imports of
certain types of steel
from Spain and Canada
increased earlier this
year, the Commerce
epartment has
imnounced.
The new probes follow
department statement
that it had :MtAfirizilar probes after U.S. steel companies complained they
„hurt by unfair
Sr
by
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that said public sewer is within one biz:Kind (110)feet process waters to any sanitary sewer
I LEGAL NOTICE
( 30.5 meters ) of the property line.
Section 3. Stormwater and all other unpolluted
ORDINANCE NO.741
drainage
shall be discharged to such sewers as are
ARTKII
m
AN ORDINANCE REGULATING THE USE OF
specifically designated as combined sewers or storm
Private Sewage Disposal
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SEWERS AND DRAINS,
Section 1. Where a public sanitary or combined sewers, or to a natural outlet approved by the Mayor
t: PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL, THE INSTALLA- sewer
is not available under the provisions of Article Industrial cooling water or unpolluted process waters
TION AND CONNECTION OF BUILDING SEWERS;'
II,
Section
4, the building sewer shall be connected to may be discharged, on approval of the Mayor. to a
AND THE DISCHARGE OF WATERS AND WASTES
• INTO THE PUBLIC SEWER SYSTEM: AND PRO- an interim pritate sewage disposal system complying storm sewer, combined sewer, or natural outlet, providing an N.P.D.E.S. permit has been issued from the
VIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS THEREOF, with the provisions of this article.
construction
of
Section
2.
commencement
of
Before
Environmental
Protection Agency.
IN THE CITY OF MURRAY
Section 4. No person shall discharge or cause to be
WHEREAS,the Common Council dew City of Mur- a private sewage disposal system the owner shall proray, Kentucky has heretofore determined that the pro- vide percolation test results which shall be obtained by discharged an of the following described waters or
motion and preservation of the public health, safety a registered Sanitarian, Land Surveyor or Engineer. wastes to any public sewers:
and general welfare of said City and of all of its These results shall then be submitted to the Plumbing a Any gasoline, benzene, naphtha. fuel oil. or other
flammable or explosive liquid, solid, or gas
citizens and inhabitants require the construction of ex- Inspector, Kentucky Department of Housing, Building
tensions, additions and improvements to the existing and Construction, Division of Plumbing, located at the I Di Any waters or wastes containing toxic or poisonous
Calloway County Health Department from whom a
solids, liquids, or gases in sufficient quantity, either
sewer system of the City,and
singly or by interaction with other wastes, to injurs
WHEREAS, the preservation of the public health, permit shall be obtained.
Section 3. The type, capacities, location, and layout
or interfere with any sewage treatment process,
safety and general welfare of said City requires that
constitute a hazard to humans or animals, create a
any and all existing unsanitary methods of sewage of a private sewage disposal system shall comply with
public nuisance, or create any hazard in the receivdisposal in said City be terminated and that all sources all recommendations of the Kentucky Department of
ing waters of the sewage treatment plant, including
of flowable sewage be required to be connected to the Housing, Building and Construction and the Calloway
but not limited to: cyanides in excess of 0.05 i mg-I
sewer lines of the City as soon as such connection is County Health Department. The Plumbing Inspector
shall be allowed to inspect the work at any stage of
as CN in the wastes as discharged to the public
made available,and,
sewers.
WHEREAS, the City is required, as a condition to construction and when work is completed, for final inthe approval by the U. S. Government of the City's 201 spection before any underground portions are ic Any waters or wastes having a pH lower than 6 0,
or having any other corrosive property capable of
Plan and as a condition to the receipt by the City of an covered. No septic tank or cesspool shall be permitted
causing damage or hazard to structures, equipEPA grant that this Common Council adopt this sewer to discharge to any natural outlet.
Section 4. At such time as a public sewer becomes
ment,and personnel of the sewage works.
use ordinance.
) Solid or viscous substances in quantities or of such
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF available to a property served by a private sewage
disposal
system,
as
provided
in
Article
II,
Section
4,
a
size capable of causing obstruction to the flow in
THE CITY OF MURRAY DOES HEREBY OBDAIN
direct connection shall be made to the public sewer
sewers, or other interference with the proper operaAS FOLLOWS:
within sixty (60) days after such availability in comtion of the sewage works such as, but not limited to,
ARTICLE I
pliance with this ordinance. Any septic tanks,
ashes, cinders, sand, mud, straw, shavings, metal,
Definitions
glass, rags, feathers, tar, plastics, wood, unground
As used in this Ordinance, unless the context cesspools, and similar private sewage disposal
facilities
shall
be
cleaned
of
sludge
and
filled
with
garbage,
paunch manure, hair and fleshings,en
specifically indicates or requires otherwise, the meantrails and paper dishes, cups, milk containers, etc.,
ing of terms used in this Ordinance shall be as follows: clean bank gravel at no cost to the City.
Section 5. The owner shall operate and maintain the
either whole or ground by garbage grinders.
"BOD" (denoting Biochemical Oxygen Demand)
shall mean the quantity of oxygen utilized in the private sewage disposal facilities in a sanitary man- Section 5. No person shall discharge or cause to be
discharged the following described substances,
biochemical oxidation of organic matter under stan- ner at all times, at no expense to the City.
Section 6. No statement contained in this article materials, waters, or wastes, except with the prior
dard laboratory procedure in five(5)days at 20°C, exshall be construed to interfere with any additional re- written approval of the Mayor. If it appears likely in
pressed in milligrams per liter.
"Building Drain" shall mean the part of the lowest quirements that may be imposed by the appropriate the opinion of the Mayor that such wastes can harm
horizontal piping of a drainage system which receives Health Officer of the State of Kentucky or of Calloway either the sewers,sewage treatment process, or equipment, have an adverse effect on the receiving stream,
the discharge from soil, waste, and other drainage County.
ARTICLE IV
or can otherwise endanger life, limb, public property,
pipes inside the walls of the building and conveys it to
Building Sewers and Connections
or tonstitute a nuisance, he shall not approve such
the building sewer, beginning five (5)feet (1.5 meters)
Section 1. No unauthorized person shall uncover, discharge. In forming his opinion as to the acceptabilioutside the inner face of the building wall.
"Building Sewer" shall mean the extension from the make any connections with or opening into, use, alter, ty of these wastes, the Mayor will give consideration to
building drain to the public sewer or other place of or disturb any public sewer or appurtenance thereof such factors as the quantities of subject wastes in relawithout first obtaining a written permit from the tion to flows and velocities in the sewers, materials of
disposal.
System,general offices located on Andrus construction of the sewers, nature of the sewage treatWastewater
"City" shall mean the City of Murray,Kentucky.
ment process, capacity of the sewage treatment plant,
"Combined Sewer" shall mean a sewer receiving Drive, Murray,Kentucky.
Section 2. There shall be two (2) classes of building degree of treatability of wastes in the sewage treatboth surface runoff and sewage.
"Garbage" shall mean solid wastes from the sewer permits: (a) for residential and commercial ment plant, and other pertinent factors.
domestic and commercial preparation, cooking, an service, and (b) for service to establishments produc- The substances prohibited are:
dispensing of food, and from the handling,. storage, ing industrial wastes. In either case, the owner or his (a) Any liquid or vapor having a temperature higher
agent shall make application on a form furnished by
and sale of produce.
than one hundred fifty degrees Fahrenheit 150° F)
the
City. The permit application shall be sup"Industrial Waste" shall mean the liquid wastes
(65°C).
any
plans,
specifications, or other in- (b) Any water or waste containing fats, wax, grease,
from industrial manufacturing processes, trade, or plemented by
I
formation considered pertinent in the judgment of the
business,as distinct from sanitary sewage.
or oils, whether emulsified or not, in excess of one
"Mayor" shall refer to the Mayor of the City, or the Utilities Engineer.
hundred (100) mg-1, or containing substances which
•
Section 3. A permit shall also be obtained from the
duly appointed and authorized representative of the
may solidify or become viscous at temperatures
.7_
Mayor, including the Superintendent, as defined Plumbing Inspector located at the Calloway County
between thirty-two (32) and one hundred fifty (150)
Health Department. The applicant for the building
herein.
degrees Fahrenheit (0 and 65° C).
"Natural Outlet" shall mean any outlet into a water- sewer permit shall notify the Utilities Engineer and (c) Any garbage that has not been properly shredded.
course, pond, ditch, lake or other body of surface or State Plumbing Inspector when the building sewer is
The installation and operation of an)' garbage
completed and connected to the public sewer. No
groundwater.
grinder equipped with a motor or three-fourths( )
"Person" shall mean any individual, firm, com- backfill shall be placed until inspection can be achorsepower (0.76 hp metric) or greater, shall be
complished by the Utilities Engineer or his represenpany,association, society,corporation,or group.
subject to the review and approval of the Mayor.
"pH" shall mean the logarithm of the reciprocal of tatives and by the State Plumbing Inspector.
(d) Any waters or wastes containing strong acid iron
Section 4. All costs and expense incident to the inthe weight of hydrogen ions in grams per liter of solupickling wastes, or concentrated plating solutions
stallation and connection of the building sewer shall be
tion.
whether neutralized or not.
"Properly Shredded Garbage" shall mean the borna,hy the owner. The owner shall indemnify the Ci- (e) Any waters or wastes containing iron, chromium,
wastes from the preparation, cooking, and dispensing ty from any loss or damage that may directly be occacopper, zinc, and similar objectionable or toxic
of food that have been shredded to such a degree that sioned by the installation of the building sewer.
substances; or wastes exerting an excessive
Section 5. A separate and independent building
all particles will be carried freely under the flow conchlorine requirement, to such degree that any such
ditions normally prevailing in public sewers, with no sewer shall be provided for every building; except that
material received in the composite sewage at the
particle greater than one-half (½) inch (1.27 cen- where one building stands at the rear of another on an
sewage treatment works exceeds the limits
interior lot and no private sewer is available or can be
established by the Mayor for such materials.
timeters) in any dimension.
"Public Sewer" shall mean a sewer in which all constructed to the rear of the building through an ad- (f) Any waters or wastes containing phenols or other
taste or odor-producing substances, in such concenowners of abutting properties have equal rights, and is joining alley, courtyard, or driveway, the building
sewer from the front building may be extended to the
tration exceeding limits whic'h may be established
controlled by public authority.
by the Major as necessary, after treatment of the
-Sanitary Sewer" shall mean a sewer which carries rear building and the whole considered as one building
composite sewage, to meet the requirements of the
sewage and to which storm, surface, and ground- sewer.
Section 6. Old building sewers may be used in conState, Federal, or other public agencies of jurisdicwaters are not intentionally admitted. •
nection
with new buildings only when on examination
tion for such discharge to the receiving waters.
"Sewage" shall mean a combination of the watercarried wastes from residences, business buildings, and test by the Utilities Engineer they are found to (g) Any radioactive wastes or isotopes of such half-life
or concentration as may exceed limits established
institutions, and industrial establishments, together meet all requirements of this ordinance.
Section 7. The size, slope, alignment, materials, of
by State or Federal regulations.
with such ground,surface,and stormwaters as may be
construction of a building sewer,and the methods to be (h) Any waters or wastes having a pH in excess of
present.
, "Sewage Treatment Plant" shall mean any ar- used in excavating, placing of the pipe, jointing,
(9.0).
rangement of devices and structuresused for treating testing, and backfilling the trench,shall all conform to (1) Materials wbich exert or cause:
the requirements of the building and plumbing code or (1) Unusual concentrations of inert
solids
• sewage.
(such as, but not limited to, sodium chloride and
"Sewage Works" shall mean all facilities for collec- other applicable rules and regulations of the City. In
the absence of code provisions or in amplification
sodium sulfate).
-•• ting, pumping,treating, and disposing of sewage.
"Sewer" shall mean a pipe or conduit for carrying thereof, the materials and procedures set forth in ap- (2) Excessive discoloration (such as, but not limited
propriate specifications of the A.S.T.M. and W.P.C.F.
to, dye wastes and vegetable tanning solutions).
sewage.
Manual
of
Practice
No.
9
shall
apply.
If
PVC
pipe
is
(3)
Unusual BOD, chemical oxygen demand, or
us"Shall" is mandatory;"May"is permissive.
;
chlorine requirements in such quantities as to con"Slug" shall mean any discharge of water, sewage, ed for building sewer connection, it shall be the
stitute a significant load on the sewage treatment
or industrial waste which in concentration of any given strength of schedule 40 PVC pipe or greater.
Section 8. Whenever possible, the building sewer
works.
constituent or in quantity of flow exceeds for any
period of duration longer than fifteen (15) minutes, shall be brought to the building at an elevation below (4) Unusual volume of flow or concentration of wastes
constituting "slugs" as defined herein.
more than five (5) times the average twenty-four (24) the basement floor. In all buildings sin which any
building drain is too low to permit gravity flow to the (j) Waters or wastes containing substances which are
hour concentration or flows during normal operation.
not amendable to treatment or reduction by the
"Storm Drain"(sometimes termed "storm sewer") public sewer, sanitary sewage carried by such
sewage treatment processes employed, or are
shall mean a sewer which carries storm and surface building drain shall be lifted by a method approved by
amendable to treatment only to such degree that
water and drainage, but excludes sewage and in- the Utilities Engineer and discharged to the building
the
sewage treatment plant effluent cannot meet
sewer.
dustrial wastes, other than unpolluted cooling water.
the requirements of other agencies having jurisdicSection 9. No person shall make connection of roof
"Superintendent" shall mean the Director of
tion over discharge to the receiving waters.
Sewage Works of the City of Murray, or his authorized downsprouts, exterior foundation drains, areaway
Section 6. All industrial waste discharges to the
drains, or other sources of surface runoff or grounddeputy,agent,or representative.
"Suspendid Solids" shall mean solids that either water, to a building sewer or building drain which in sewer system shall require authorization by the
float on the surface of, or are in suspension in water, turn is connected directly or indirectly to a public Mayor. As a condition for this authorization, the industries can be required to provide information
sewage, or other liquids, and which are removable by sanitary sewer.
Section 10. The connection of the building sewer into describing wastewater constituents and
laboratory filtering.
"Watercourse" shall mean a channel in which a flow the public sewer shall conform to the requirements of characteristics, and type of activity involved.
Section 7. All major contributing industries (as
of water occurs,either continuously or intermittently. the building and plumbing code or other applicable
defined
in 40CFR 307 of the Federal Register) shall
regulations
of
the
rules
and
City,
or
the
procedures set
"Hearing Board" shall mean that Board appointed
Federal pretreatment standards and any
comply
with
forth
in
appropriate
specifications
of
the
A.S.T.M.
and
according to provisions of Article IX.
other applicable requirements promulgated by EPA in
the
W.P.C.F.
Manual
of
Practice
No.
9.
All
such
conARTICLE II
nections shall be made gastight and watertight. Any accordance with Section 307 of FWPCAA, or with any
Use of Public Sewers Required
deviation
from the prescribed procedures and more stringent pretreatment standards necessitated
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any perrin to
must
be approved by the Utilities Engineer by local conditions.
materials
place, deposit or permit to be deposited in any unSection 8. If any waters or wastes are proposed to be
installation.
before
sanitary manner on public or private property within
discharged
to the public sewers, which waters contain
All
excavations for building sewer inSection 11.
the City, or in any area under the jurisdiction of the Cithe substances or possess the characteristics
shall
be
adequately
stallation
guarded
with
barricades
ty, any human or animal excrement, garbage, or other
and lights so as to protect the public from hazard. enumerated in Section 5 of this Article, the Mayor may
objectionable waste.
sidewalks, parkways,and other public proper- condition his approval on one or more of the following:
Streets,
Section 2. It shall be unlawful to discharge to any
(a) Require pretreatment to an acceptabte condition
natural outlet within the City, or in any area under the ty disturbed in the course of the work shall-be restored
for discharge to the public sewers,
to
the
City.
satisfactory
jurisdiction of the City, any sewage or other polluted in a manner
(b) Require control over the quantities and rates of
For
the
purpose
of
12.
Section
establishing
rules
and
waters, except where suitable treatment has been prodischarge,and-or,
applicable to the practice or trade of plumvided in accordance with subsequent provisions of this regulations
(c) Require payment to cover the added cost of handlhereby
adopts
the
City
most
Plumbcurrent
bing,
the
- -ordinance.
ing and treating the wastes not covered by existing
Kentucky Department of Housing and
Section 3. Except as hereinafter provided, it shall be ing Code of the
taxes
or sewer charges under the provisions of SecDivision
of
Construction,
Plumbing,
part
of
this
as a
• unlawful to construct or maintain any privy, privy
13
of this Article.
-lion
reference thereto.
vault, septic tank, cesspool, or other facility intended ordinance by
If
the
Mayor
conditions his approval on the pretreatARTICLE V
or used for the disposal of sewage.
t
ment
or
of waste flows, the design and inequalization
Use of the Public Sewer
Section 4. The owner of all houses, buildings, or proand equipment shall be subject
stallation
plants
of
the
Section 1. Disposal into the sewer system of any
neetiiisc_used for human occupancy, employment,
to the review and approval of the Mayor, and subject
FWPCAA)
any
person
is
defined
by
by
.'.recreation, or other purposes, situated within the City vIlutant (as
to the requirements of all applicable codes, orunlawful except in compliance with Federal standards
bn and abutting on any street, alley, or right-of-way in
Control dinances, and laws.
which there is now located or may in the future be promulgated pursuant to the Federal,Water
Section 9. Greaie, oil, and sand interceptors shall be
more strlocated, a public sanitary or combined sewer of the Ci- Act of 1977 as amended(FWPCAA);ilia any
provided when, in the opinion of the Mayor, they are
local standaals.
ty, is hereby required at his expense to install suitable ingent state and
person
shall discharge or cause to be necessary for the proper handling of liquid wastes conNo
2.
Section
toilet facilities therein, and to connect such facilities
amounts, or any flam1.: directly with the proper public sewer in accordance discharged any stormwater, surface water, ground- taining grease in excessive
mable
harmful
ingredients; exother
unwastes,
sand,
or
runoff,
drainage,
subsurface
roof
water,
- - with the provisions of this ordinance, within ninety
cooling water, or unpolluted industrial cept that such interceptors shall not be required for
contaminated
to
do
notice
so,
aftor
date
of
official
provided
Jays
(90'

trispendid

private living quarters or dwelling units All intercep
tors shall be of a type and capacity approved by the
Mayor, and shall he located as to be readily and easily
accessible for cleaning and inspection
Section III Where preliminary treatment or flow equalization facilities are provided for any waters or
wastes, they shall be maintained continuously in
satisfactory and effective operation by the owner at
tus expense
Section II When required by the Mayor, the owner
of any property services by a building sewer carrying
industrial wastes shall install a suitable control
manhole together with such necessary meters and
other apurteriances in the building sewer to facilitate
observation. sampling, and measurement of the
wastes Such manhole, when required, shall be con
structed in accordance with plans approved by the
Mayor The manhole shall be installed by the owner at
his expense, and shall be maintained by him so as to be
safe and accessible at all times
Section 12. All measurements, tests, and analysis of
the characteristics of waters and wastes to which
reference is made in this ordinance shall be determined in accordance with the current edition of "Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater," published by the Amencan Public
Health Association, and shall be determined at the
control manhole provided, or upon suitable samples
taken at said control manhole shall be considered to be
the nearest downstream manhole in the public sewer
to the point at which the building sewer is connected
Sampling shall be carried out by customarily accepted
methods to reflect the effect of constituents upon the
sewage works and to determine the existence of
hazards to life, limb, and property The particular
analysis involved with determine whether a twentyfour 24 ) hour composite of all outfalls of a premise is
appropriate or whether a grab sample or samples
should be taken. Normally, but not always, ROD and
suspendid solids analysis are obtained from 24-hour
composites of all outfalls whereas pH's are determined from periodic grab samples
Section 13. No statement contained in this Articleshall be construed as preventing any special agreement or arrangement between the City and any industrial concern whereby an industrial waste of
unusual strength or character may be accepted by the
City for treatment, subject to payment therefore, by
the industrial concern.
ARTICLE VI
Powers and Authority of Inspectors
•
Section 1. The Mayor and other duly authorized
employees of the City of Murray Sewer works bearing
proper credentials and identification shall be permitted to enter all properties for the purposes of inspection, observation, measurement, sampling, and
testing in accordance with the provisions of this or
dinance. The Mayor or his representative shall have.
no authority to inquire into any processes including
metallurgical, chemical, oil, refining, ceramic, paper.
or other industries beyond that point having a direct
bearing on the kind and source of discharge to the
sewers or waterways or facilities for the waste treatment.
Section 2. While performing the necessary work on
private properties referred to in Article VI, Section I,
above, the Mayor and duly authorized employes of the
City, shall observe all safety rules applicable to the
premises established by the property owner, the
owner shall be held harmless for injury or death to the
City employees, and the City' shall indemnify the
owner against loss or damage to as property by City
employees and against liability claims and demands
for personal injury or property damage asserted
against the owner arid growing out of gauging and
sampling operation, except as such may be caused by
negligence or failure of the owner to maintain safe
conditions.
Section 3. The Mayor and other duly authorized
employees of the City bearing proper credentials and
identification shall be permitted to enter all private
properties through which the City holds an easement
for the purposes of, but not limited to, inspection,
observation, measurement, sampling, repair, and
maintenance of any portion of the sewage works lying
within said easement. All entry and subsequent work
if any, on said easement, shall be done in full accordance with the terms of the easement pertaining to
the private property involved.
ARTICLE VII
Sewage Service Rates
Section 1. Residential, commercial, and those industrial customers not participating in the industrial
cost recovery program,shall payiwwage serVite rites
based on water purchased from the City. Industries
participating in industrial cost recovery shall be
charged on metered waste flows.
ARTICLE VIII
Penalties
Section 1. Any person who shall violate any provision
of this ordinance shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,and
on conviction thereof shall be fined in the amount not
exceeding $500 dollars for each violation. Each day in
which any such violation shall continue shall be deemed a separate offense.
Section 2. Any person violating any of the provisions
of this ordinance, in addition to any other penalties or
fines shall become liable to the City for any expenses,
loss, or damage occasioned the City by reason of such
violation.
Section 3. Any violation of this ordinance may result
in termination of disposal authorization.
ARTICLE IX
Hearing Board
Section 1. A Hearing Board shall be appointed as
needed for arbitration of differences between the
Mayor and sewer users on matters concerning interpretation and execution of the provisions of this ordinance by the Mayor. The cost of the arbitration will
be divided equally between the City and the sewer
user.
ARTICLE X
Permit System
Section 1. There are three classes or permits
established:
1. For the installation of private sewage disposal
facilities,
2. For residential and commercial building sewers.
and
3. For industrial sewer connections
ARTICLE XI
Validity
Section 1. Ordinances Numbers 374 and 593 are
hereby repealed.
Section 2. The invalidity of any section, clause.
sentence, or provision of this ordinance shall not affect
the validity of any other part of this ordirance which
can be given effect without such invalid part or parts.
ARTICLE XII
Ordinance in Force
Section 1. This ordinance span be in full force and effect from and after its passage, approval, recording,
and publication as provided by law.
Introduced by the Commorraiuncir on Itl-t41
Passed and adopted by the Common Council on 1112-81 Melvin Henley
Mayor
Attest:
Jo Crass
City Clerk
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Advocates Take Steps Toward Legalization

Surrogate Parenting Questiops Unanswered In Courts
In the current case, the
endless list are of a "what one common thread
if" nature, and at this involves the payment a husband of the surrogate
point, there apparently surrogate mother consented to his wife's
are no clear-cut answers, receives for performing plans, although his consent was not required,
What if a surrogate the service.
Keane said. "But he
In
California,
Kentucky
keep
to
decided
mother
the baby after signing a and Michigan - where never consented to
contract promising to most surrogate becoming a -parent, and
surrender it? What if she arrangements have been that is a crucial
decided to have an made in the past year - difference."
Even if he wins his
abortion rather than com- the going rate is $10,000
court battle, Keane
latest
expenses.
medical
plus
plete her pregnancy?
That amounts to "baby believes that legislation
What if the couple
which hired the surrogate buying," according to will be the primary vehichose not to adopt the Kentucky Attorney cle for answering surinfant? What if the sur- General Steve Beshear rogate questions.
He has worked with
rogate, or the couple, ex- who is trying through the
perienced psychological courts to have the process Michigan state Rep.
Richard Fitzpatrick, Dproblems as a result of declared illegal.
Adoption-related Battle Creek, on two bills
the process?
The surrogate system payments are prohibited that could become the nais not clearly illegal in under Kentucky law, but tion's first laws on the
any state, but neither is it "you get the arguments surrogate process.
Fitzpatrick believes the
that 'we're paying the
clearly legal.
In the states where surrogate mother not for bills answer many of the
challenges have been the child but for her time "what if" questions mounted, opponents cite and the expense of the outlining the rights of the
existing laws governing nine months of couple and the surrogate
adoption and artificial in- pregnancy," Beshear in the event of a change of
heart or an unexpected
semination. Proponents said.
medical problem.
that's
me,
"To
of the process argue,
"Without legislation,
however, that such laws. language using subteris no protection for
there
bottom
the
because
are not applicable fuge
because of the uniqueness line is, if you don't give the baby," Fitzpatrick
me the baby, you're not said.
of the surrogate system.
Ms. Brophy disagreed.
to get the money."
going
differ
The legal issues
"The fact that someone
Katie Brophy, a
from state to state, but
Louisville attorney who is a surrogate does not in
helped arrange the sur- anyway alter, enhance or
rogate birth last year, decrease her rights vis-abelieves Beshear is giv- vis the other parties,"she
ing too much considera- said.
"The same holds true
tion to the adoption
treat
with the child. If a child is
statutes.
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
7 Actor While the law prohibits borne by parents who are
Howard
CI L
LIDO MO= payments for adoption, not married, the child
8 Paradise
A COO 101;113 10113C113
9 Belfry
has quite a number of
R EMUuuc MICE) "it says nothing about still
inhabitant
just as a child
rights,
(parental)
of
termination
121031:310
EWER:MEI
10 Wrsc 's
OW OBOU
neighbor
rights," a requirement of born of legitimate
11 Insect
CEIC EMDEN:GU
the surrogate mother,she parents has. The child is
16 High
DU CCM= CUA
And the lack of protected by statute."
said.
mountain
COUMUUU CUU
But the need for legisla18 Experience
she added,
reference,
MIMI RIC
20 Superlative
OMOUUU UCUBCO would technically make tion is widely
ending
MOM UMU UUMU the payment legal.
acknowledged by sur22 Tranquility
MOUE MOU COMO
rogate practitioners, who
will
case
Kentucky
Z3 Motor part
The
UUMC UUU OMUU
24 Step - it!
in January in foresee nothing but inargued
be
26 Memphis'
creased reliance on the
Franklin Circuit Court.
state
39 Negative
50 Falsehood
28 Babylonian 40 River island 51 Skill
The payment also process as the legal quesdeity
41 Thallium
52 Capuchin
raises legal questions in tions are resolved.
29 Ringworm
symbol
monkey
The considerations go
Michigan. But a sur30 Scoff
44 Exist
54 Pinch
the courtroom
beyond
there
practitioner
32 The self
rogate
46 Semester
55 Before
33 Soak
48 Maple genus 56 Stitch
is awaiting the court's and the statehouse,
35 Valuable item 49 Dec are
59 Niton symbol
word on another issue: however, into the hearts
whether the sperm donor, and minds of the couples
NNW MMINIA 'UM or
the husband of the in- and their surrogates.
MEM MUM WEM fertile
Those emotions and
couple, may: be
MUM= UMUMMIN declared . the baby's psychological reactions
father instead of the-hus- are the focus of a study by
UMW WM
Dr. Philip Parker, a
WWWM WNW WWWW band of the surrogate.
clinical instructor in the
law
Michigan
WEE WOMMWMMME
that a husband department of
WM WEE WEE WM ispresumes
the father of any child psychology at Wayne
WMWMIIMWM11
borne by his wife, even if State University's school
WM WU WM= he is not the biological of medicine.
father, said Noel Keane, In the first part of a
WW
Dearborn, Mich., at- three-phase study,
WWWMEW WIIIMWWW atorney
who has worked Parker tried to gauge the
WIER WNW= WM with surrogates
for six motivation of surrogate
applicants and found
WEN WIIIMEM
years.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- The baby born to
the nation's first contract
surrogate mother
celebrated his first birthday this month, but the
year has not brought
answers to the legal,
moral and psychological
questions suiProunding
the process.
With court challenges
pending, advocates of
surrogate parenting are
taking their first steps
toward legalizing the arrangement whereby a
woman is hired to bear a
child for an infertile couple by being artificially
inseminated with the husband's sperm.
With no case histories
to study, a Michigan
psychiatrist is in the
second phase of a
research project focusing
on surrogate mothers.
And with expressions of
concern for the family
unit, religious leaders are
cautioning against a
ready acceptance of the
surrogate-mother process.
Virtually all of the
questions on the virtually

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 High. Mus.
4 Conversed
9 Layette itern
12 Type of coat
13 Went astray
14 Pub order
15 Salad
ingredient
17 Irritate
19 Gold fabric
21 Can. USA.
Mex.. etc.
22 Support
25 Adherent
Suf
27 Deposits
31 Vast age
32 Amuse
34 Near
35 Mature
36 Born
37 Compass pt.
38 B.C.D. or F
41 Golf gadget
42 Love god
43 Stalemate
44 Winglike
45 And: Lat.
47 Autocrat
49 Blackboards
53 Parts of an
act
57 Ventilate
58 Hindu queen
60 Anger
61 Still
62 Bishop's
headdress
63 Church
bench
DOWN
1 Likely
2 Zodiac sign
3 Sandy's cap
4 Bristle
5 Conspicuous
6 Trick -

THIS HAS BEEN A
6002 DAY...I HAVEN'T
DONE A 51146LE THINE
THAT WAS STUPID...

_

three primary factors:
money, the desire to be
pregnant and the desire
to give the gift of a child
to a childless couple.
He now is working with
nine pregnant surrogates, meeting with
them in group sessions
and individually to track
their responses to having
a baby they will not keep.
The first birth is due
next month; the third
phase of Parker's study
will involve observing the
children and their
parents over an extended
period to determine
whether the family's
development differs from
that resulting from a normal birth.
Parker has many questions -he hopes his
research will answer.
"None (of the surrogates) have expressed
serious doubts about their
ability to give up the
child. But how are they
really going to react?
"Will there be depression afterwards? Will
they have a lot of
difficulty giving up the
child, and if they don't,
what have they done to

deal With the issue along
the way to help them give
It up?
- "We don't know what
the effect on the participant is if money is
involved. Let's suppose
these who do itfor money
all end up Li psychiatric
hospitals out of guilt over
doing It for money.Thiln I
think you could make a
reasonable argument
that society should step
In. But there is no
evidence for that."
Similarly, he said,
those who speculate the
surrogate process may
destroy marriages do not
know whether a baby
would solidify the
marriages.
"Maybe they will find
out that they all get
divorced. We'd like to
know that. I think the
facts ought to play some
role in the policy
decisions." •
Others, however, feel
the process threatens the
family structure.
The Rev. Albert
Moraczewski of the Pope
John XXIII MedicalMoral Research and
Education Center in St.
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NORTH ATTLEBORO,
Mass.(AP)- Four men
went into a park,clubbed
to death a tame deer
named Babe in her pen
and then butchered her
for a pre-Thanksgiving
meal because they felt
hungry,police said.
"I've been here 28
years and we've had all
kinds of stuff out at the
park - rapes, child
molestation and attacks," Police Chief John
Coyle said. "But this has
made the community
very angry. This is the
first time I've seen a real
expression of fear."
Detective Sgt. Brian F.

Coyle, the police chief's
brother, said the four
men who entered
Memorial Park before
dawn Nov. 11 skinned the
sickly, 150-pound whitetailed doe and ate a "preThanksgiving meal."
Police arrested the four
men Wednesday on a tip
after the town selectmen
put up a $500 reward.
Police said the four
men were charged with
larceny over $100,
conspiracy to commit
larceny, cruelty to
animals and destroying a
park animal. They were
identified as Richard J.
Paul, 18, and Tracy Penny, 18, both of North At-

tleboro, William T.
Davis,28, of Hyannis,and
Ralph F. Door, 22, of
Provincetown.
The were released on
their own recognizance.
Police said one man
said. in a statement that
the four went to the park
because they were
"hungry." While two
stood guard, two others
leaped into the pen and
clubbed the 4-year-old

CENTRAL CITY, Pa.
(AP)- A fire that swept
through a family's living
quarters in a four-family
house killed three
children, their mother
and an uncle, police said.
The children's father
escaped.
The two-story structure
was fully ablaze when
firefighters arrived at 6
a.m. Sunday, said police
chief Larry Wechenhiser.

The victims of the fire
were identified as
Pamela Collins, 26; her
brother, Lance Hartman,
24; and Mrs. Collins'
three children, Richard
Jr., 8, Sherry, 5, and
Shannon, 4. Richard Collins,30,the father,leaped
to safety through a
second-floor window. He
was in satisfactory
condition at Windber
Hospital.

NEW YORK (AP)- A
proposal to cut the
operating' budget of the
Environmental Protection Agency by 36 percent
in 1983 has been
submitted by the Office of
Management and Budget
(OMB), The New York
Times reported today.
The Times quoted the
EPA's administrator,
Anne Gorsuch, as
responding that such a
severe cut would be
devastating to the EPA.
Officials in the agency
said she will fight the proposal even if she has goto
President Reagan.
According to the
Times, Mrs. Gorsuch has
suggested an 18 percent
cut for the fiscal year
1983. This would come on
top of cuts amounting to
at least 16 percent
already imposed on the
agency by the OMB for
1981 and 1982.
Many environmentalists and members of
Congress accused Mrs.
Gorsuch of seeking to
dismantle the agency
when reports of her own
budget cutbacks were

2 NOTICE

noon, one mile south of
Bowling Green.
The pilot, David James
Pope, 41, was reported in
guarded condition and his
son, Peter, 16, was 'in
satisfactory condition.
, They.were tin route to
Bowling Green, Ohio,
their. hometown, from
CleverotriV, Tenn.,
authorities said.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
PEARL
GARLAND
We love you!
Laura, Rachel,
and George

203 Main St.
Murray, Ky.

5, LOST & FOUND

Bible Coll
War and Peace
• 759-4444; Bible
Story 759-4445.

ow,

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky.(AP)- An Ohio man
and his son are being
treated at the Bowling
Green Medical Center for
injuries received in the
crash oftheir light plane.
State Police said the
plane, which experienced
trouble with its fuel
system, went down in a
cornfield Saturday after-
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Save 25% On Fear
Heavy-Duty Lifetime
Warranty Shocks Installed. Where?
ECONOMY TIRE

reported. However, the
ossports,
Times reported that Mrs.
resume's block and
Gorsuch defended her acwhites for publication INIF
tions by saying the agenCarter
cy could be run efficiently
Studio
and protect the land while 41111 300 Main
753-8298
meeting Reagan's goal of
cutting back the budget in
Thanksgiving.Specials at
an effort to revive the
Antique City Mall Hwy. 45
N of Jackson Tenn. at 3country's economy.
way. 10 percent off of
But the Time reported .everything our way of
saying "Happy
EPA officials as saying
Thanksgiving" open
Mrs. Gorsuch feels that if
everyday but Monday
the proposed 36 percent 10:00-5:00.
cut is passed, the agency
Watkins specials black
will be incapable of carvanilla, menpepper
enits
rying out many of
thol camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
vironmental protection
Mathis 753-8284.
programs.
Add cultural and refine- In addition to the sugment to your home with
an oil painting from Goodgested cut, the agency
man's Art Shack. Prices
will also be hit with a 26
to fit all budgets. Call 753percent reduction in per3473.
sonnel. During budget
Do your Christmas Shoptalks, Mrs. Gorsuch
ping early. Leather
suggested a 14 percent
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
cut in personnel.
minor shoe repair. MurThe budget reduction
ray Leather Shop, Dixwould also decrease the
ieland Center. 759-9633.
_
the agency's grants to the
Small super market in exstates by 34 percent year
cellent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502after next. The Times
247-1461 or 247-5961 after
said Mrs. Gorsuch
7:30 p.m.
initially planned to
Mature lady to live with
reduce the state grants
retired lady 753-8648.
by 12 percent.

Ohio Man, Son Treated

doe. She had been
separated from the.
park's three other deer
because of a possible skin
and bone problem.
The deer was taken to a
house in North Attleboro
where it was butchered.
Remains were were
found at a nearby rockpit,
but there was no trace of
the approximately 70
pounds of meat, police
said.

1 EIR
7/.1i1

Family Members
Die In House Fire

.<1

a

represents a right.
"We who practice surrogate parenting take our
beliefs from what the
courts have considered a
fundamental First
Amendment right - to
procreate and have
families," said Bill
Handel, a North
Hollywood, Calif.,
attorney,
Handel works with the
Surrogate Parent Foundation in North
Hollywood, an informational organization which
he said does not promote
or discourage the
practice.
But he is a strong advocate of the process,
saying it is rapidly
becoming the most attractive choice for infertile couples who prefer it
over waiting years to
adopt or buying a "black
market" baby.
There may be "major
moral problems in
redefining people," he
said. "But is that worse
than allowing couples
who desperately want
children to remain
childless for the rist of
their lives?"

Four Butcher Deer For Meal

Proposal Submitted
V' UV

Louis is among that
group.
While the Roman
Catholic Church has not
taken a formal position
on the surrogate process,
It does oppose artificial
insemination where a
third party is involved,
Moraczewski said.
"It has to do with the
nature of marriage. The
objective of the
covenant...is the good of
the spouses and the procreation and education of
children."
When a child results
from a marriage, he said,
a bond is established. The
introduction of a third
party removes part of
that bond.
"The church sees it as
ultimately destructive to
the family bond,"
Moraczewski said.
He also cautioned
against readily accepting
the practice.
"Not everything new is
better necessarily....You
have to be very careful
when technological
changes affect the
family."
But to some surrogate
advocates, procreation

14 It. Opel Pendent:,
Regular $139.00
NOW ;39.95
One Group Diamend
Itio94•••
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

. GOLD S.
SILVER INC.
Olympic Maze
153-71 1 3

REWARD - Small mostly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 7591719 or 753-4641.

Lost 2 year old male
Bassett Hound answers to
name of Fred and 1 year
old Beagle redish brown
and white. Lost on 121 6
miles South of Murray.
Reward. 436-5838 or 7533087.

6. HELP WANTED
CLERICAL full or part
time opportunity working
from home with mail. No
experience required. Information send
stamped. self addressed
envelope - N. F.
Associates, P. 0. Box
M Staten Island. 'New
York 10314.
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
experience unages,
necessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext.5112.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature person in Murray area. Regardless of
experience write F. C.
Sears. Pres. Box 711
Ft. Worth Tx. 76101.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs dependable person
who can work without
supervision in Murray.
Contact customers. Age
but
unimportant
maturity is. We train.
Write K. T. Dick Pres,
Southwestern
Ft. Worth
Petroleum
Tx. 76101.
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-714-11426000. Ext.5112.

9. SITUATION =Ma
Will do babysitting in my
home 753-9444.

•

L
•

P0;E 13 THE

U.Plea

,SITUATTONWANTEIY,

Will keep baby or small
child in my home. Experienced. Call/53-3697.
Custom machine
quilting
quilts or
bedspreads. Call 7534557
after 5:30 p.m.
Would like to sit with
elderly people. Have
references. Call 759-1255.
Will do babysitting in my
home. 753-9417.

14 WANT TO BUY
Little girls fancy dress or
pageant dress size 8 or 10.
759-4599.
Want to buy standing
timber cash or - percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.

M

HOUSES FOR EFENf

i.
cont.* lin•
every awRille.
and *Mom It pow Awl a

,Ii=•••••

2131.

Lombara chain saws and
service. StkIces Tr,Klor
Industrial Rd.
Wood, cut up ars,sit.6a rick. Call 753-0526.

firewooi s.orIrrc
delivered. Call after 5
p.m.436-2744.

4.orge Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W
CLAYTO.NS

Responsible party to
take up payments on
like new piano.

53-7 7
27. MOBIL
HOMES SALES

1975 14x70 all electric 3
bedroom mobile home.
Central heat and air excellent condition. LOcated
ETERMINATING' at Fox Meadows Tr, Ct.

23

Call 753-61115 after 4 p.M.
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
central air
bedroom

Slabs for sale bundled or
banded. You haul or we
will haul in 100 bundle
lots. Call Shomaker
Lumber Co. McKenzie
Tn. 901-352-5777, 7 to 5
after 5 901-352-3632 also
sawdust.
6)(91 2 ft. tilt utility trailer
excelent for hauling wood
also topper for long wheel
base Ford courier. Call
753-7785.

FOR SALE
IBM Copier, dependable, good condition
and currently L.;der
maintenance contract.
Large paper supply included. Call 753-2424
for more details.
horsepower DeWalt 3
ph. 3 Phase radial arm
saw. 753-5561.
-anmore w-i§fier and
dryer
John Deere pull
type lawn sweeper 40"
Hearth Glow free standing wood burning stove
36x36x24. Call 759-1524.
71 2

Tr. Pk. Call 753-1411. .

2 bedroom unfurnished
duplex with stove
refrigerator
dishwasher and disposal.
Extra nice in Westwood
Subd. Heat pump with low
utilities $250.00 month 7533742 before 4:0Q p.m. or
305-792-5565 after 4 p.m.

bath central heat and
air og main lake. Lovely

Bypass Murray

753..6771

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St.(Across Frew Careampeity Calder)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open floors
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Set.

8-12 - 753-3685

The Nutrient
Deficiency Test
Do You Know What
Vitamins To Take?
Do You Combine Your Food
Properly?
Do you need more or Less
Protein? Enzymes?
• Minerals?'
Learn about this cothputeillitt
that answers these questions and
il • ny More.

Hwy 45 North
5 Miles north of
Mayfield - 1-247-3862
Now Open. Thursday
10 a.m. to 5 p m. Friday
& Soturdoy 10 am to 6
pm

43. REAL ESTATE

n

.40111-111A1ORS.,
REAL ESTATE
15H080
With The Friendly Touch

OWNER LEFT
TOWN
MAKE OFFER
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
B.V. is ideally
located at 1501
London Drive,
Canterbury. So
many quality
features, kitchen
appliances, all
draperies included. Newly painted,
inside and out last
year. Double
garage, automatic
opener, beautiful
landscaped lot.
Mid 60's.
CENTER
RIDGE
SUBDIVISION
New listing - 2
B.R., 2-bath, B.V.
and frame home,
electric heat,
range,
refrigerator,
firepl,ace with
stove insert, all
draperies included, wall-to-wall
carpeting, close to
lake, See this soon
at only $32,000.

House and lot in Leh
Grove 2 or 3 BR extra
nice
also 4 BR
11
/
2
story vacant. Coleman
R. E. 753-9898.

HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed

creek runs through
'the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
k brick home
pampered by its owners. What
more could you
ask? How about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
- country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

f21.
murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753 1492

11011)-111 ORS
UAL ESTATE

i

r•i,24ewers:, Serire.
The r,64dJ Tourh'

n

16- BOYD-SUORS..
REAL ESTATE
it
iCle
"PriefewasselSweloes
Wieb me Nees,Tea*

COUNTRY
CHARMER
New listing in
Candlelight Estate
Sub-Div., lovely 3

B.R., 2 bath B.V.,
has many quality
features-fireplace
with stove insert,
central electric
heat pump, air
conditioning. Entry hall, terrific
kitchen with
,range, exhaust
fan, disposal.
Large wooden
deck, 2-car
garage, electric
1
2 acre
opener. On /
well-landscaped
lot. A good buy at
$59,900.00.
GOOD
NEIBHORHOOD
205 Woodlawn very nice home,
full basement.
Electric heat, air
conditioner, close
to M.S.U., shopping, tett. On shady
lot.- 2 B.R.'s up, 1
large bedroom,
utility, garage and
t level.

100.00.

-

753-1222
OLD MAN
WINTER
Won't give you the
blues in this bright
and cheery home.
Private wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with
concrete and brick
patio and gas grill.
Gas logs in
fireplace provide
comfort, economy,
and convenience.
Phone today for all
the details on this
quality home in a
quiet residential
neighborhood.
Priced in the $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, your
homes for living
realty in Murray!
JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a
new owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room, and
two car garage.
Located in new
development adjacent to

GateSborough.
Inunecliate possession'and priced In
the $70's. Owner
financin'g
aveialable. Phone
753-1222, the Kop-

pallid Realty
Home Team

PRICED JUST
REDUCED
On this attractively remodeled 3
bedroom home.
Central gas furn,ace, very
e conomical
utilities, good loca•
tion on quiet
street. New offered at only
$28,500. Home is
vacant and ready
for immediate occupancy. Owner
transferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Ecomomic family
living in this
wooden
contemporary
home and 1'02
acres located in a
lovely setting at
the edge of Murray. Many unique
and unusual
features including

40x12 Redwood
deck, 40x12 concrete patio,
fireplaces in living
room and family
room, pelJa' thermopane windows,
and much much
more. Priced just
reduced. 870's.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for all the details.
We are members
of Multiple Listing
Service.

44 LOTS FOR SALE
4 burial lots in Memorial
Gardens 753-4539
40 acres l./2 mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort
548,000, $8000.00 down
owner financing. Will- ac
cept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill 01
tesen Carbondale, Ill or
call 618-549-3002 after 5
p.m.

94E.
NEAR
KENTUCKY
LAKE
Beautiful wooded
1 -acre lot,
spacious 2 level, 3
bedroom; 2-bath,
B.V. home,
outstanding construction details,
fireplace, with
heat-o-later, central ele. heat
pump, kitchen appliances,
draperies included.
Large decks on
both levels. Efficiency log cabin

for separate income. Only 14 mile
from lake. You
must see this
quality home to
appreciate. In 80's.
Owner would consider lease option,
or would finance to
qualified buyer.
SET YOUR
CLOCK
Take a few
minutes to see this
remodeled 2
bedroom. home in

good neighborhood
of south Murray.
Great for a young

couple! Modern
kitchben with appliances plus
remodeled bath,
new, floor cover-

ings and
carpeting, fenced

rear yard! Only
$22,500 act today call for appoint_ .
.
tz,.1.01 I:

.
4
t

ea HOMES FS
-SeRVICES OFrERcia
Neese let We by ems% Pile C,MC Mete,safarsos•
mes Deo Or.. somollsal lassos excellent gam Will (*WA beiSements
condition. imatiMIlat• igoq, St NO aillas bal. wages haul a*.
possossioa. Thee* -alone 75.3-901,
lank Call 136 1797
•
sli
bodreoin
ft. livin
twickarm
overiNa
ldll
y
-sk
debr-C7"
sales
--at Sears no
14076 Ford F
pickup
unwed Phone PRINK. Altai paint100 "pod Call Seers '53 2310 tc,
Wort 5 40 p.m. like-41)1 appiloggie,ptie 12350 4)(1 free estimate tor ye,,-'
07111
'Vas
?
ermoiliW
Asre for
181.1.
INO Cnovrietot dpmp
New 3 beclroons. bath. truck it) 5361
ALCOA ALUMINUM
built in Oppilances Mutt
SIDING or vinyl sidirv
sell
76,c, !XI MO Call *9 II GPAC-Van conversion and trim Aluminum trim
Fully eirstOrnind with tor brick houses Jai 6
refrigerator. sink. stereo. Glover 753 1173
47 MOTaRCYCLES
couch (converts Into
I. Stump Remove
1977 R S Yamaha ex bed), rally wheels
ND rot, need slu,,,pN
cellent condition very low maim paint and can
mileage 350 Call 436 tains chair" 13.1100 miles emoyed from y00x yip, •
.1
eare
sr
Reply Ico 72. 5014
5594
stumps, We .in •er
,
1975 Honda CB 400cc Turplus Jeeps. Cars and stumps up to :4 be
Trucks available Many
motorcycle 4 cylinder
,
0 loay
Me ter 00'1,
5000 mites
tike new • sell for under 1200 00 Call .s.hvdvs, and 0,
$92500 Call 753 1326 after 311 712 1143 E xt 2641 tor tor tree est rr
f4,‘
information on how to
5p m
!,
Kemp 415 41111'
purchase
Kemp _Jr 435 4314
Motorcycle-must sett 1979
Harley Davison SERVICES OFFERED
erpet Cleaning
Superglide FxEll
Tank /00r tree Carpet
•
13500 00 Call 753 6564 for Alexander Septic clean
Cleaning
Vacuum
longer and Vrtell5 two'
appointment
ed from your driveway For tree esr,maies
Custom made leather Industrial residential.
s C arp4.1
lockets, - trousers, hats or commercial. 24 hour 'Jet,
753 9576 1 .pa'
minor shoe repair Mur Service Call 753 5933
reliable
ray Leather Shop Dix
AAA cusrom MADE Need work On 0)W tley's
'eland Center 759 9633
CABINETS, bookcases
.-P

48 AUTO SERVICES

Compression engines for
sale 396 327 350 713
Super Cobra 428 390
351C Pontiac 42$ OHC6
mopar 440 313 31/
Automatiss
Stan
dards Changeovers
759 1739
Engine 350 transmIs
sion doors radiator
glass
front cap
1974
rotors
etc
Chevrolet trucks Call
759 1739
49. USED CAR
1964 Corvair Monza anti
que in good running con
dition. 472 7959.
1980 Citation sharp car
54600.00 753 9400

1972 MG red with black in
tensor perfect condition
753 0780 or 767 4776

1178 Oldsmobilo
-bolts Royal 4 Deer
Sidon, eat owner,
locale..

PORDOPA'S
OldeseeMe
Pontiac
Cadillac
1408W. Ma
753-5315
air

condition

power
tilt
wheel
radio
clock
very sharp and in good
condition 753-7157.

steering' and brakes

1978 Ford Granada air
power steering and
brakes AM-FM radio
cruise control
45 000
miles good price needs
2 tires. 328 8649.

heat with full basement.' 759-1445. -

753-8080

43. REAL ESTATE

.K. •
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1981 Datsun 210 2 door 5
speed
overdrive AM
FM cassette air
$5100.00_. Call 753-0446
after 7 p.m. or 762 7401
between 8 and 4 p.m
1972 MG red with black in
46 HOMES FOR SALE tenor, perfect condition
753 0708 767-4767.
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas 1973 Buick wagon $500.00

LIRMA MIS,IERTOIS
1200 Sycamore

iP

IMIOS"

EMBERHEARTH

Gall Dr.Brae

No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.

Murray Manor 753-8668.

wood stores, furnaces, inserts

e

Cocker Spaniel puppies
blonde and black and
white $85.00. Also some
breeding stock.
Reasonable. Call 901-2352705.

FACTORY
OUTLET SAll
AMERICAN
UN O.

SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES 753 7724

753-1222
Take This
Home-Please!

$200.00. Strout Realty 7534ti/l
iklp4S4k3T LS
/ 0186.
2 bedroom house 4 miles.
West of Murray. Water
furnished $100.013 month.
Woroisoseso
753-5801.
Stomp Span
Large house ideal for 3
boys or 3 girls also: FurFor Rept
nished apartment both
7534751
near university. Call 753dummimiliumah 2967
after 5 p.m.
RENT
FOR
APTS.
32.
Two houses near university,
$100.00 deposit,
Equal Housing 1 and 2 $108.00 per month rent.
bedroom apartment. Call Call 753-6114 after 6 p.m.

Your only authorized dealer for

Purim & %am
haronce
, Beal Estate
Salmi& Cart Sq.
Maw,lisolocky
763-4451

cages
breeding stock
and equipment 753-6843

41 PUBLIC SALE

rqit QUICK
SALE Three. bedroom
home in town on lame
lot 150 x 106 This home
is neat and clean ready
to move III insulated
garage and fenced
backyard Ideal invest
ment property convenient
to stores, could be zoned
corn:omelet. Talk to us
about financing For
more information call

PRICED

Call Sal, 753-9101, 753
6527.
Complete rabbitry

2 bedroom 2 bath fur- view with patio deck on
nished all electric mobile three sides. References
home. $75.00 security deposit, lease. Strout
deposit $160.00 per Realty 753-0186.
month rent. No pets. Call
Three bedrdom brick
753-4808.
one bath
lOsefront, _
heat pump fireplace
near
-2-bedroom trailer
outside
storage
carport
Murray. No pets niCe.
1250.00 per month
Call 489-2611.
deposit. Strout Realty 753Two bedrooms with cen 0186.
tral heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near univer- 3 bedroom. bath den
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile with fireplace garage
references
deposit
Home Court 753-5209.

Ozark Log Homes
STOVE SHOP

• fl*

Rottweiler puppies 2 mon $2100.00 down Take over
ths old AKC registered reasonable payments dna
753 6843
this 2 bay shop with 2 2
bedroom apatments
Six month old Black- be yours Let that shop
Great Dane, full You've always wanted be
pedigree, cropped ears, yours Call Spann Reattv
fully obedience trained. Assoc. 753 7774

HOME RENTALS
2 bedrooms with central 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
heat new furniture and
carpet. Near university. 3 bedroom house in Almo
Shady Oaks Mobile Home Heights $275.00 month.
Court 753-5209.
Phone 753-8411.
2 bedroom furnished New brick lakefront,
$160.00 month Randy's three bedroom
two

bedroom loft apartment
gas heat, really difFirewood
Order now and burn, ferent and nice. Water
seasoned wood this winter and cable included
$135.00. 753-8948.
436-2758.

121

37.77
.7==
.)PPL E ..

bedroom urnis ed
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes. 2
blocks from hospital. No
pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 p.m.
Enjoy country atmosphere and convenience of town in a
Hamlet North Apartment. 2 bedroom town
houses available. 753-7559
or 753-7550.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished apartment.
753-8130 before 5 p.m.
753-6965 after 5 p.m.
Two bedroom apart
me7
for rent, range, ovepi
refrigerator, thshwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
/53-2622 or 753-3865.

unand heat (gas)
furnished. 753-3142
daytime after 5 p.m. 7538854.
28. MOBILE

24 MISCELLANEOUS

month plus utilities
Deposit required. 502 436
.5353

NSA Ow ma No
Ikea ait Negri, caw
Man coal Mel sal
moat kickm lookomes•
Mks Noon Nat.fn. HO
111011mm
Ihnbeeel Or
Ilerts
501-159-4414
losel boos Clowb*

4110-

WANTED

CLATTONS
753-7575

NUt CAL
APAIINBITS
tie 3 tedium nib be.

inav-orwin
rick. Call 400-2M1

41 teal Estate

Two bedroom cottage, liv
ing room, kitchen, full
bop. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road, !I7500 a

be twee

lift give vs a Call 11112-WMO.
Anti-frame ;sr
Nona. ingiltIoL:talkfl.
047 after 4:310.m. •

Firewood for sate $25.00
rick
doliyered. Call 436correcting
IBM Selectric
2744 after Sp.M.
typewriter. Call 759-1139.
SPORTS EQUIPMENt Custom made rifle Ube,
slings, leather ebbing.
Dan Wesson 357 magnum Murray Leather Shop.
with holster 5200.00. 753-- Dixieland Center. 7598184.
9633.
22. MUSICAL
26. TV -RADIO
CAR STEREO -Pioneer
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center Chestnut St.
753-0113.

..‘lk
4C4
•

Assumable loan. Call n
USE6 TRUCKS
Purdom 1 - Thurman.
1979
Ford
truck light blue
Realty 753-4456.
and cream color almost
A good buy at $14 900
new camper on it 49 000
11
/
2 story
4 BR
1 miles 150 motor price
bath
1.4 mile south of $ 4 1 5 0.00 . Small
2 acres. refrigerator G.E. 150.00
Lynn Grove
Coleman R E 753 9898
Call 436 2156

TOPPinit pruno)g, slmt,
Mg, complete retYtOk A

-ItikuS4C- (enters

Reasonable 436 7566

T70--irirrt

and moil. Call BOvE R s
TREE SERVICE. tor pr,,

6Th a 1

paperhanging, painting. fessional tree (are '5;
farm buildings, top, Sides 6336
Commercial or
residential Cali Tremon
Aluminum seqy,ce Co
forris. 759 1917
aluminum
ad vinyl
All your plumbinn and air
Sidi%
trim
custom
conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting, nod Relnences Car
roofing and concrete An Will Ed Nom 751
work done t6 satisfaction
46111
753 2211
Leaf Removal - Let Tbt) For your time hauling

Landscaping and Lawn lime Spreading
9f Wee+
Maintenance take care of reclt
this troublesome task coal hauling (all 753 4'
Quickly and efficiently or see Rodger Hurts.
io(ated 10 r
east
Free estimates 759 1913
Hwy. 94
_
MOBILE HOME Will sharpen hand saw
ANCHORS underpinn chain saws and skill saws
roofs sealed, patio Call 753 4656
awnings, and house type

roofs for mobile homes
753 1173 Jack Glover
Guttering by Sears Sears

CARPET
FANIN‘
Free estimates ',Must irri
refereni es
ibr
steam or qU, & lc( iew
ing L
APPf
CLEANING 11 t121

continuous gutters install

ed per your SPV:of ICA
lions -Cell Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
Asphalt driveways and Pr04PS5r0r1,44 Of to
parking lots sealed by buildingrna,ntvnan,
Sears. For free estimates daily of ,Art.t.k L
Carpet I iraning i Sil,
call 753 2310.
blocks
r
ffrrir;
i
and Floor Sanding
brick Basements. fines-hing 354 61z)
driveways, sidewalks and
paneling
storm cellars 20 years Carpenter
experience and free etc 30 years eeperienc ,
436-2253
estimates. 753 5476 Don't put off getting yo
IutOmo
--rrPr1
fv17r
will do work on automatic- faxorite sofa or (ha
and all gasoline engined reupholstered bec ause
trucks. All work done the long wait for •
9uarantale0. C4012 4546,- fetUrrk We offer one wer-'
service Also
GENERAL HOME vantage of Our year 0,
REPAIR 15 years ex special Say you %assi
Perience Carpentry
plumbing
cncrete
sliding
NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 471
2359 nights 474 2276
APPLIANCE SERVICE

ad and save S50 00 on a
ombin
sofa and r
lion Bill's Upholstery I

KENMOR'E.
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE 20
years experience. Bob
by Hopper, Bob's Ap
pliance Service 203 S. 5th
St. 753 4872 or 753 8886

Firewood Tor sale $2000
rick delivered. Call 436
••1
ROOFING
SUILT-UP & SHINGLES
befereeces. AN wort
giiiiroeseed. Free
tetimetes, Cell 759111511m7S
1.

Rooting Hot Tar .a'
Gravel Roofs Ask abc
5 year guarantee Rocf
coated cold or hot az
plications shingle root
removed and replacer:
Complete roof and deo,
mg removed and replar
Roll roofing
Pd
fiberglass shingles
stalled on straight Is? t
roof $33.50 Labor and'
material All work

guaranteed the profes
sionals Yates Roofing Co
642 0158 call collect
30 years experienc
Carpenter building an"
additions
remodeling
CIO 436 2253.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Mandy Reference)

Taxi Cob Service
911

Poison
Control
753-7588

anaviley Sweep Service

Al types Cfriam•ye Chards,sod Repair

it

ggitht

192.11111
Day
753 4 150

Aluminum
Smite
Co.
Aboirom old vinyl
DI*, Cato. Ms
wort. leforeaces.
Cd Mil id Bailey,
753-1619.

leV41 A. illeClere

Marray-Callerfay
County llospital

753-5131
Calloway Canty
Rome Squad

753-6952

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 733-5331 733-5352

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR

Rust Signs
Murals
Truck
Lettering
-Gold Leaf
All Types
of Sign Woric

1511113

•

.

Quality Service
Company
Meows eit4 Air Corr
damming Sales Sales
and Service Modern
Sheet Neel S Service
Orreartonents

7S3-9290

Omar
COSINNA RIM=

canon a MIMI
wasowassoms

array
leather
Slop
mom Gar
MIX
te.other

. noes Purses,
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Guidelines Clarified

Obituaries

Court Makes Election Rulings

Hill Rites
Scheduled
Wednesday
Services for Mrs. Collie
(Hazel) Hill, Rt. 1, Farmington, Coldwater community, will be Tuesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev.
R. L. Dotson officiating.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial
will follow in Yarbrough
Cemetery in Graves
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today.
The deceased, 69, died
Sunday at 11:14 a.m. in
her home. A member of
Coldwater United
Methodist Church, she
was born Aug. 22, 1912, to
the late Eddie Vernon
Sims and Sophia
Elizabeth Hamlett Sims.
Survivors include her
husband; three
daughters, Deborah Sue
Kendall, Stella, and Betty
Carolyn Patterson and
Beverly Ann Wilford, Rt.
7, Mayfield; three sons,
Billy V. Lamb, Kirksey,
Max Richard Hill, Rt. 1,
Murray, and Don Edwin
Hill, Paducah; nine
grandchildren.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Lois Marie Sims
and Edith Fuqua, Farmington; three brothers, A.
V. Sims, Farmington,
John Sims, Lexington,
and Robert Sims, Rt. 7,
Mayfield.
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FAMILY-STYLE LUNCH — Students at Carter and Robertson schools participate in the family lunch program. They learn bow to set tables, table manners and nutrition.

Dairy Proposal Heard
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Several thousand
dairy farmers have heard
a proposal to change the
federal price support program to a system they
would control
themselves.
Farmers would run the
program because the
federal government's
system is being cut back
and could be on the way
out, according to P.L.
Robinson of Jonesboro,
Tenn.
Robinson, president of
Dairymen,Inc., made the
comment at the end of the
organization's two-day
convention Saturday in
Louisville. The co-op has
8,000 members in 17
states.

Robinson is also chairman of a self-help committee within the
National Milk Production
Federation.
He commented in a
later interview that dairy
fanners might have to
take over and improve
the scaled-down federal
program.
Robinson said the initial cost would be great,
perhaps 50 cents for each
100 pounds of milk
farmers sell.
He added some of the
least efficient dairymen
might not make it but
said a loss of the support
program would hurt all
producers.
Increased milk production has been a strain on

the traditional program
under which the government buys surplus milk to
keep prices from falling
below specific levels.
Congress has ruled out
increases in milk support
prices for probably a
year or more. The program reportedly costs the
government about $2
billion yearly.
Robinson also suggested that farmers
should have more say-so
about the dairy export
program and contended
the government is handling it poorly.
In still another step, he
suggested that farmers
take the lead in efforts to
increase milk sales.

Government Challenged
By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press Writer
BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) — The Rev.
Ian Paisley challenged
the British government
today with a 12-hour
general strike and
demonstrations. He said
they were the start of a
Protestant campaign of
non-cooperation in Northern Ireland.
Rival Protestant
political and military
leaders urged the public
to ignore him.
In London, meanwhile,
a bomb exploded at an army base, seriously
injuring two civilian
women. No group claim-1
ed responsibility for the,
blast, but a Scotland(
Yard spokesman said,,
"We suspect terrorism."•
The Irish Republican Army has said it was behind
a string of, recent
bombings in England,
aimed primarily at
military targets.
The London blast coincided with the Protestant
protests in Northern
Ireland.
Workers at three of the
province's four power
plants said they would
join the strike. But officials of the government
electricity board said
senior engineers would
keep the plants running.

The police said they
issued permits for 40 major rallies and marches
across the province, including rival meetings in
Belfast by Paisley and his
Protestant opponents.
The fiery political religious leader
said he would block traffic in the towns and cities
with motorcades of
trucks, cars and tractors.
He also planned to parade
several hundred men
from his "Third Force"
private army tonight at
Newtownards, a Protestant center 10 miles east
of Belfast.
Thirty thousand troops
and police were put on
full alert, and 50 mobile
riot squads were standing
by. Fears of trouble were
heightened by the arrest
Sunday of three members
of the Ulster Defense
Association, the biggest
private Protestant army,
with a vanload of
explosives outside
Newtovmards.
Police headquarters
said "elements in the
Loyalist (Protestant)
community are preparing to provoke" sectarian
clashes.
Northern Ireland's 1
million Protestants, who
outnumber the province's
Roman Catholics 2-to-1,
are demanding an all-out

Presentation Slated
Two representatives of
the Division of Communication Disorders in
the Department of
Special Education at
Murray State University
are making two presentations to the annual national convention of the
American Speech Language-Hearing
Association in Los
Angeles Nov. 19-23.
Dr. Viola Miller, division director, and
Elizabeth Blodgett,
clinical coordinator, are
scheduled to conduct a
mini-seminar on the

Facilitative Language
Model, a program they
developed to assist handicapped children in learning to communicate,
and to present a program
entitled "Clinical Implication of Two Interactive Settings," which will
include a videotape showing speech therapy
techuniques.

war on the mostly enough, and they cannot
Catholic Irish Republican take any more," said
Army because of a new Paisley. He predicted
wave of IRA assass- "the entire Loyalist cominations, including the munity" would back his
murder nine days ago of "day of action."
the Rev. Robert BradBut the Official
ford, a Protestant Unionist Party, the rival
member of the British of his Democratic
Parliament.
Unionist Party, the
The Protestants also 15,000-man Ulster
oppose negotiations bet- Defense Association and
ween Prime Minister Archbishop John ArmMargaret Thatcher and strong, the primate of the
the Irish government. Church of Ireland, the
They fear she is planning largest Protestant
to push them into unifica- denomination, all oppostion with the republic, the ed his tactics. Armstrong
goal of the IRA.
said the "day of action"
"This stoppage is going would "only send more
to show Mrs. Margaret recruits to the IRA
Thatcher that the people column." The UDA
of Ulster have had agreed.

Stockman To Speak
At Fund-Raiser
The magazine contain-

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — David Stockman,
President Reagan's
budget director, plans to
speak in Lexington next
month during a
fund-raising banquet for
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins,
R-Ky.
Stockman recently
touched off a political
furor when he was quoted
in a national magazine as
criticizing Reagan's
economic program. He's
to help Hopkins kick off
his re-election campaign
Dec. 12.
The fund-raiser will include a $35-a-plate dinner
at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel and a $250-a-person
reception.
Hopkins, seeking a
third term as 6th District
representative, said
arrangements for
Stockman's visit were
made before Nov. 10,
when the December issue
of The Atlantic was
published.

ed a 20,000 word article
that quoted Stockman's
doubts about the President's economic plan.
Hopkins said he has not
talked to Stockman since
the article was released.
"I didn't think there
was any real reason to,"
said Hopkins. "I can just
tell you that if anything
else, this has caused even
more interest in his coming to Lexington."
Although Hopkins said
he did not feel the
magazine article has
helped the president, he
said of Stockman, "By
golly, I tell you I admire
his candor, his honesty."
Hopkins, who has been
an avid backer of
Stockman, said the
budget director
has
engineered in the past
year the most progressive legislation that
has been on this hill in 25
years. I'll be very proud
to stand there with him
(in Lexington)."

have until 55 days before
the general election to file
petitions to get on the
presidential ballot in
Kentucky, an appeals
court has ruled.
In a unanimous decision, the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals also said
Friday that Kentucky's
"sore loser" provision
doesn't apply to
presidential candidates.
The three-judge appellate panel clarified the
commonwealth's filing
guidelines in cases
brought last year by unsuccessful presidentiajp
candidates John Anderson and Percy Greaves.
The appeals court
upheld in part and overturned in part a lower
court ruling.
The appeals court sided
with Anderson that independents don't have to
file petitions with the

Kentucky secretary—a
state until 515 days before
the presidential election.
The commonwealth
had unsuccessfully tried
to convince a lower court
that independents must
file 55 days before the
primary election.
Kentucky Secretary of
State Frances Jones Mills
also had sought to keep
Anderson off the ballot
under a "sore loser" provision of Kentucky law. A
statute prohibits candidates who lose a party
nomination in a primary
election from appearing
on the general election
ballot for the same office,
unless the primary winner drops out.
Mrs. Mills argued that
Anderson should be excluded because he
unsuccessfully ran as a
Republican before
declaring himself an
independent.
The appeals court said

a lower court, arguing
that it forted petition
signets to state publicly
who they would vote tor.
"Such a revelation invokes fears sitight to be
quelled by the pecrecy
voting laws In this country,.and subjects sit
tor to the pressure of his
neighbors, employers,
and social peers," the
appeals court said.
"Since the declaration
abridges the right to a
secret- ballot in such a
direot and unacceptable
toznierf-ltcannot stand."
Anderson and Greaves
brought separate
challenges to Kentucky
filing regulations, and the
two cases were combined
on appeal... A district
court tided Were the
1980 election that Anderson's name should_ hone
the Kentucky botH4 /Set
that Greaves had *With
file enough petition
signature*to WOaccess.

Coroners Oppose Clause
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Some coroners in
Kentucky are expressing
opposition to a grandfather clause added to a
coroner reform bill
proposed by the state
Justice Department.
Under terms of the
clause, some Kentucky
coroners and their
deputies would be exempt
from training required
under the measure.
Of the coroners who attended a Frankfort
meeting of the Medical
Examiner Program Advisory Committee where
the reform plan was
explained Wednesday,
many said they would
support the bill.
But others yoked sur-

prise after Justice
Secretary Neil Welch
proposed adding a clause
that would allow some
coroners and deputies to
obtain state certification
without taking a state
training course.
Welch suggested that
some who had sufficient
experience might be
permitted to bypass the
course.
"Really this just calls
for many of the same
things we've been asking
for all along," said Dr.
James Stuteville of Hardin County, president of
the Kentucky State Coroners Association.
However, some coroners, especially those
who have already been to

training school, said they
do not want their colleagues exempted.
Donald Butler II, an
Edmonton funeral director and Metcalfe County
coroner, said he didn't
think there were "more
than three or four
coroners" who ought to
be allowed to bypass the
training.
Currently, the annual
training session lasts two
days. Stuteville said he
and other coroners are
considering adding at
least another day.
As originally drafted,
the reform bill would require every coroner to
complete a basic 30-hour
training course and take
additional courses each

year.
In counties whet* coroners fail to take the
training, thnettPartalefit
would appoint a physician as medical examiner
to take over the coroner's
duties.
About half of the state's
coroners and around 20
percent of their deputies
have already been trained. If the bill pastes, the
others Would-Piave to be
trained by July 1, when
the law would take'Abet.
"Frequently with
legislation Isle this, you
add a grandfather
clattse;" said Welch.
"They'd still be trained,
they'd have to go to the
annual (refresher
sessions)."

WASHINGTON(AP)—
Plastic brackets used to
suspend the springs on
about 98,000 "Baby Line"
cribs have been recalled
by the manufacturer

because they may break
or bend, the Consumer
Product Safety Cormission says.
The agency said Thursday that the recall by

Questor Juvenile
Furniture Co. of Los
Angeles was prompted by
reports of minor injuries
to three infants.
The recall covers
brackets used on 29 Baby
Line models with date
codes from June 1977
through September 1978.
govenor; Monty Wood- About 34,000 of the 98,000
son, of Thomas Jefferson cribs are subject to a
Middle School in previously announced
Louisville, as speaker of recall for the problem.
The cribs affected have
the house; and
Kathy Flaherty, of Mor- these date codes on the intonJunior High School in
Lexington, as secretary
of state.
On Friday night Mrs.
Carolyn Kenton
presented the William G.
Kenton Leadership
Award to outgoing youth
governor Brian Boodry,
of University Breckinridge in Morehead.

Mock Session Ends
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A three-day,
YMCA-sponsored mock
youth legislature at the
Kentucky Youth
Assembly has drawn to a
close.
Greg Pogan, of Tates
Creek Junior High School
in Lexington, was elected
governor for the 1982
assembly, attended by
nearly 550 students.
Other officers elected
at the meeting here were
Laurie Vond, of Shelby
West Middle School in
Shelbyville, as lieutenant

Problems
To Continue
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — All the problems
of coal operators will not
be solved by giving Kentucky primary responsibility for enforcing
federal and state stripmining laws,according to
an industry official.
Bill Caylor, vice president and legal counsel for
the Kentucky Coal
Association, made the
comment Friday during
the annual meeting of the
Kentucky Mining Institute in Lexington.
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
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GM PARTS
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Service To
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bottom of the
headboard: 677, 777, 877,
977, 1077, 1177, 1277, 178,
278, 378, 478, 578,
878 and 978.
Owners of them shoild
write Baby Line at 9235
South Street, Andrews
Place,Los Angeles, Calif.
90047, Attention: Corrective Program. Free
replacement kits containing brackets and installation instructions will be
provided, the company
said.
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Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Nov. 23, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 1281 Est. 500 Barrows & Gilts $1.00 mostly $1.25
lower sows steady to $1.00 lower
$41.75-42.25
US 1-2210-240 lbs.
840.75-41.75
200-210 lbs
$41.25-41.75
US 2 210-250 lbs.
940.25-41.25
US 2-3 250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3300-450 lbs
US 1-3450.500 lbs
US 1-3500-650 lbs
US 2-3300-500 lbs
Boars
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Kirksitry Church
of Nazarene

834.00-35-00
$34.00-36.S0
938.50-39.00
$39.00-41.00
$33.00-34.00
$29.00-31.00
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98,000 'Baby Line' Cribs Recalled

Chevrolet

Stock Market

that the "sore loser" provision doesn't apply to
presidential elections
because candidates
aren't nominated in the
primaries but in party
conventions.
The appeals court
upheld Kentucky's Psi
quirement of 5,00
signatures for an independent candidate to
get on the general ballot.
Greaves had challenged
the provision, which sets
different criteria for party members to get on a
primary ballot.
However, the appeals
court overturned the required wording for
nominating petitions as
infringing on the right to
a secret ballot.
Kentucky law requires
petitions that say the
signers "desire ... to vote
for the 'candidate."
Greaves had unsuccessfully sought to
overttira the provision in
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